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Disclaimer 

This document contains material, which is under copyright of individual or several QualiMaster 
consortium parties, and no copying or distributing, in any form or by any means, is allowed without 
the prior written agreement of the owner of the property rights. 

The commercial use of any information contained in this document may require a license from the 
proprietor of that information. 

Neither the QualiMaster consortium as a whole, nor individual parties of the QualiMaster 
consortium warrant that the information contained in this document is suitable for use, nor that the 
use of the information is free from risk, and accepts no liability for loss or damage suffered by any 
person using this information. 

This document reflects only the authors’ view. The European Community is not liable for any use 
that may be made of the information contained herein.  
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Executive summary  

This deliverable reports the results of the second and final technical and expert evaluation of the 
QualiMaster system, i.e., the integrated QualiMaster infrastructure, the related tools and the 
Stakeholder applications. From a technical point of view, this deliverable reports on the evaluation 
of pipelines running on the QualiMaster infrastructure, in particular in terms of an evaluation of the 
adaptation behavior. From the expert point of view, we report on a user-evaluation of QM-IConf, 
the QualiMaster infrastructure configuration tool (tool for the configuration and derivation of the 
QualiMaster infrastructure, in particular the pipelines) and the Stakeholder applications (tools used 
by the end user to analyze systemic risk in the financial markets). 

The evaluations are based on technical experimental QualiMaster infrastructure evaluations, that 
include scalability and robustness tests under real world settings as well as expert evaluations, on 
the QualiMaster infrastructure as well as on the Stakeholder applications. 
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1 Introduction 

This report contains the updates on evaluation strategies as well as the results from the final 
evaluation, including scalability and robustness tests under real-world settings as well as the 
expert evaluations. The objective of this deliverable is to provide a validation of the fulfilment of the 
requirements sketched in the deliverables of WP1 and to perform an overall evaluation of the 
integrated components / algorithms, pipelines, the QualiMaster infrastructure and the related 
Stakeholder applications. For this purpose, this deliverable includes tests and evaluations on 
technical level as well as user evaluations.  

For the technical level, we focus on the integrated pipelines and the behaviour of the adaptation as 
topmost layer of the QualiMaster infrastructure involving all lower layers. For the user level, we 
perform questionnaire-based expert evaluations of the QualiMaster infrastructure configuration tool 
(QM-IConf) and the Stakeholder applications. 

For the Stakeholder applications we were able to involve experts, who expressed their particular 
interest in the project results. At the beginning of the project, WP1 performed a survey to 
complement the QualiMaster requirements from the perspective of systemic risk analysis. Through 
this survey, we raised a lot of interest for the project. Several experts who participated in the 
survey asked us to have an opportunity to explore the results of the QualiMaster Project once they 
are available and, in this sense, to contribute to this deliverable and to the project’s results. The 
initial survey provided us a means to acquire these experts for our final evaluation of the 
stakeholder applications, on which we will report in this deliverable. 

The deliverable is structured as follows: Section 2 analyzes and discussed the requirements status 
at the end of the project. Section Error! Reference source not found. elaborates on the refined 
evaluation strategy. Section 4 details the technical evaluation results, in particular on integrated 
components and the QualiMaster infrastructure as a whole and QM-IConf. Section 5 provides an 
expert evaluation of the Stakeholder applications. In Section 6, we will conclude this deliverable. 

Relations to other work packages and deliverables: 

 This deliverable analyzes the fulfillment of the requirements collected in D1.2. 

 The integrated pipelines used in the evaluation as well as the QualiMaster configuration 
model is based on the algorithms researched in WP2 and WP3 and, thus, relies on the 
most recent deliverables there, namely D2.4 and D3.4. 

 Regarding quality-based configuration and adaptation techniques we rely on the final 
deliverable of workpackage 4, i.e., D4.4. 

 For evaluating the QualiMaster infrastructure as a whole, this deliverable has a strong 
relationship to D5.5. 

 The evaluations for the Stakeholder design environment and the applications rely on 
previous work in WP6 and, therefore, on D6.3. 
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2 Requirements Status 

In this section, we discuss the overall fulfillment of the requirements as initially collected in D1.2. 
Mostly, the requirements listed in D1.2 target the configuration, the adaptation and the stakeholder 
applications. 

Regarding configuration, we review the conclusions in requirements fulfillment presented by WP4 
in D4.4. As analyzed there in detail, all requirements for the configuration approach and, in 
particular, all uses cases for the configuration tooling implemented by the QualiMaster 
infrastructure configuration tool (QM-IConf) have been realized. Reviewing the fulfillment of 
requirements and use cases from an application perspective, we can confirm the results of the 
analysis done in WP4. This is also demonstrated by the user evaluation of QM-IConf reported in 
Section 3.2 of this deliverable, which covers the most important configuration functionality of QM-
IConf.  

Critically reviewing the realization of the original use case scenarios sketched in D1.2, we found 
minor differences in details, e.g., how communication with the user or confirmations of important 
changes are realized. Here it is important to emphasize the term “skeched” in the last sentence, 
i.e., the use cases in D1.2 represent an initial plan as envisioned at the beginning of the project 
(D1.1) and refined with a some more experience on the planned infrastructure in D1.2. Deviations 
from these initial scenarios are feasible in the sense that the core functionality of the use cases is 
realized and the mentioned details have been adjusted to fit better to the applied technologies, the 
common tool interaction style, etc. This is also true for two use cases regarding the startup and 
shutdown of the infrastructure itself, which are not realized by QM-IConf. On a real cluster, this 
functionality is better realized by service concepts provided by the operating system. For example, 
it is more feasible that first underlying frameworks like Zookeepers and Storm are started when the 
cluster comes up and then the QualiMaster infrastructure starts. Moreover, at runtime, it is 
advisable that a service manager keeps track on the execution of the infrastructure services and 
restarts them (along with the distributed services of Storm) if needed to increase availability, e.g., 
in case of failures. Similarly when updating parts of the infrastructure or at shutdown time. In 
summary, as also stated above, we confirm that all tool use cases and configuration requirements 
have been realized and implemented by WP4 in a joint effort with WP5.  

Regarding the adaptation use cases, we also analyzed the argumentation in WP4 with respect the 
the implementation of components and the infrastructure. For this purpose, we performed some 
evalations of the adaptation functionality. We will report on the results in Section 3. In summary, 
we conclude in accordance with D4.4 that also all requirements for the adaptation, in particular 
from application side have been realozed by WP4 in close collaboration with WP5. 

Regarding the stakeholder applications, all use cases have been fulfilled and presented by WP6 
in D6.3. As demonstrated there in detail, all requirements for the systemic risk calculation and the 
visualizations especially of Transfer Entropy have been implemented. Moreover, WP6 provides a 
design environment for stakeholder applications, easing the creation of stakeholder applications 
and increasing the reuse of existing components for building stakeholder applications. 

Drawn by oure evaluation and exploitation strategy (described in D7.5), we derived an additional 
requirement, which requests having a single application merging the features from the single use 
case applications. The aim is to ease external demonstrations and reduce the effort on the 
subjects involved in the expert evaluations. With focus on the expertises of the experts for the final 
evaluation, it turned out, that their needs were highly reflected by several use cases. This merged 
application is called SysRiskPro, which will be subject to commercial exploitation as we will 
discuss in D7.5. SysRiskPro covers mainly the use cases UC-TOPS1, UC-PCASR1, UC-LM1 and 
UC-LM2. It is worth mentioning that these use cases fit in particular to the needs of potential clients 
SPRING is planning to acquire as a follow-up of the project. 

As side effect of the expert evaluations, we took the chance of introducing SysRiskPro 
SysRiskPro to the evaluators. More details on commercialization and SysRiskPro will be given in 
D7.5. 
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3 Evaluation Strategy 

In this section, we briefly discuss modifications to the evaluation strategy for the QualiMaster 
project. We discuss modifications to the technical evaluation in Section 3.1 and modifications to 
the expert evaluations in Section 3.2. 

3.1 Modifications to the Technical Evaluations 

The objective of the technical evaluations / testing is to provide evidence on the (quality of the) 
realization of the requirements in terms of integrated components. 

Validation  
The validation of the results that are produced for the systems delivered in QualiMaster is very 
important. In this deliverable, validation is considered as a follow-up of the validations and 
evaluations on component level performed by WP2 – WP5. In contrast, we focus on the integrated 
components rather than individual components. All the integrated components were validated 
according to generic methodologies briefly described below:  
 
Comparison against verified algorithm (VA): All the algorithms that were used in the context of 
QualiMaster project are verified by comparison with existing (traditional) implementations. Thus, 
the final output results of each one of our software and hardware-mapped processing elements are 
compared with the results of existing versions, e.g., if available official algorithm distributions. A 
small divergence on the results is expected, as different forms of arithmetic are used, e.g., floating 
point results in server CPUs may differ from floating point calculations in FPGAs, approximations 
are used also for speedup, etc. A similar comparison was also performed to evaluate the 
capabilities of the generated sub-pipeline algorithms. Here, we considered the implementations of 
WP2 as reference and performed comparisons against these versions. Having the individual 
algorithm components at hands, we moved on to the verification of the final and the intermediate 
results of the implemented pipelines using various combinations of the processing elements vs. the 
results that are produced by the combinations of the corresponding official software 
implementations.  
 
Expected Behavior (EB): The second validation methodology is investigating the output results 
for specific input data sets (real and synthetic), for which the behavior of the algorithm is already 
known. Thus, when we executed tests on the implemented processing elements (including 
generated sub-pipelines) and the integrated pipelines, we were trying to verify that the output 
results followed the expected behavior. In addition, this test step included exhaustive tests of the 
implemented modules using specialized tools, such as the Google tests.  
 
Expert Verification (EV): Last, as the consortium of the QualiMaster project consists of experts on 
financial the domain, the final validation of the implemented systems was performed by them. 
Specifically, they validated the output results of the QualiMaster pipelines using either simple 
methods, i.e., manual verification, or other financial expertise tools. 

 
Evaluation of runtime qualities / Non-functional aspects: 
Another aspect that has to be taken into account in the evaluation process is the quality of 
algorithms, often also called non-functional aspects. Depending on such properties we can choose 
the best possible algorithm subject to some infrastructure constraints (e.g. based on load, 
throughput, available resources, etc.). One functional measure that is taken into account is 
accuracy because it can be defined for every problem and it is the most significant indicator in 
most cases.  
While the accuracy of an algorithm can be relatively easily assessed statically, i.e., based on a 
benchmark/ground truth, it can get hard to be estimated dynamically based on unseen (and 
unlabeled) input data. To do this, one should manually check the output of the algorithm, which is 
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not a desirable option and it even becomes unfeasible in streaming scenarios. Therefore, to 
measure accuracy dynamically, we had to make some simplifications depending on the family 
under consideration. Given a family and a set of algorithms within it, we start by defining a “static” 
value of accuracy (between 0 and 1) for each algorithm based on an evaluation done on an 
external benchmark. This allows knowing how accurate the different algorithms are in general 
(based on the available ground truth data) and, consequently, to estimate how they are likely to 
perform for new and potentially different data. Of course this is an assumption, since the accuracy 
can depend on the type of input data algorithms that are inaccurate in some cases (data) can be 
more accurate in other cases. However, in many cases this is the only reliable assessment that 
can be done.  

Another non-functional quality measure that we consider is diversity. It is often considered along 
with accuracy as it offers a complementary and concurrent notion of quality. Differently from 
accuracy, diversity can be computed in an unsupervised way, making it easier to assess in online 
and streaming scenarios. The meaning of diversity and the way it is computed depend on the 
problem being considered. In Event Detection, we measure diversity of an algorithm in terms of the 
number of different market player for which the algorithm detected events within a window or 
recent time points. The notion of diversity does not fit to other problems like Sentiment Detection 
and Spam Detection, therefore we do not measure it in these cases. 

Another aspect that has to be taken into account is the computational performance, especially for 
the algorithms that are implemented both on hardware and software. The performance 
measurements can indicate whether the software or the hardware implementation will run in each 
case. The hardware implementations are supposed to provide acceleration, so they could be 
initiated in the high computation test cases, while on the stable workload the software can be 
sufficient. 

3.2 Modifications to the Expert Evaluation 

WP6 performed two expert evaluations. The first evaluation targets QM-IConf, the second the 
(merged) stakeholder applications. As we performed the first user evaluation of QM-IConf for 
preparing this deliverable, there are no modifications to report on here. Thus, we focus on the 
modifications to the expert evaluation of the Stakeholder applications. 
 

Experts 

While the experts of the first evaluation were recruited from the Szczecin University of Technology, 
the final evaluation was done with experts that currently work in the financial industry and deal with 
financial risk. They were recruited mainly from the participants of the initial survey described in 
D1.2.  Involved companies are UBS Investment Bank, Credit Suisse, Entercept Management 
Group, Thomson Reuters, Fast Track and others. 
We addressed around 100 contacts asking them to participate on this expert evaluation. For this 
purpose, we prepared a landing page1 with all necessary information about installation of 
SysRiskPro, course of action and the survey. Figure 1 illustrates the landing page for the 
evaluation. 

                                                

1 http://www.sysriskpro.com/evaluation-of-sysriskpro/ 

http://www.sysriskpro.com/evaluation-of-sysriskpro/
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Figure 1: SysRiskPro landing page with download/ installation and evaluation process 
instructions. 

 

Procedure 
We didn’t provide a fixed script / scenario for evaluating SysRiskPro. The software is shipped with 
several predefined setups that allow getting a fast overview about features and visualizations. One 
aim of the evaluation was to allow the experts to handle the software intuitively, stipulating 
feedback on missing functions and then usability, not only about functionality given in certain 
evaluation scenarios. Finally, the experts were asked to fill the survey / questionnaire. The 
structure of the survey as well as the results we obtained are discussed in detail in Section 5. 
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Software 

As we recruited the experts from the financial industry, we focused on the application part of the 
software, which performs the financial risk analysis and left out an evaluation of the design 
environment, which is more intended for technical staff supporting the financial analysis. The 
design environment was subject of the first expert evaluation discussed in D6.2. As already 
mentioned in Section 2, decided to conduct the evaluation on the merged product SysRiskPro 
rather than the 5 single QualiMaster applications, as SysRiskPro covers all features of the more 
specific single applications and eases the installation and the evaluation for the experts. 

4 Technical evaluation results 

4.1 QualiMaster system performance 

In this section, we present the methodologies and data sets used for evaluation. Both have been 

extensively described in previous deliverables (D5.3 & D5.4); yet we also include a brief summary 

here for completion purposes, since this constitutes the final QualiMaster deliverable. 

 

4.1.1 Evaluation data sets 

In order to fully evaluate the QualiMaster components developed, both real and synthetic data sets 
were used for testing.  
As described in deliverables D5.3 & D5.4, we have used various real and synthetic data sets with 
different characteristics. We constructed the synthetic data sets using values ranging from 100 
market players and 100 ticks per second, up to 5000 market players with 5000 ticks per second. 
Furthermore, we gathered real data from three major events and created the following data sets: 

Table 1: Data sets 

Name Market Players Total Ticks Total Seconds Avg ticks per 
second 

SRD-A 125 2526319 86400 29.2 

SRD-B  2830 36335876 85960 422.7 

RD-1265  1265 521864 3600 145 

 

SRD-A contains the data of 03/18/2014, SRD-B contains the data of 07/08/2015 and RD-1265 

contains the data of 06/30/2016. 

4.1.2 `Pipeline Status  

Individual components, as well as the integrated full pipelines, have been previously evaluated, 
and extensive performance results can be found in deliverables D5.3 & D5.4. All pipelines have 
been executed on the QualiMaster infrastructure, typically using the command line interface 
summarized in D4.4. To evaluate the performance of the pipelines, we defined configuration model 
in a way that it allows only the necessary adaptation, i.e., to avoid unintended adaptations during 
these experiments. Based on the experiments, we can confirm that all new pipelines sketched in 
D6.3, i.e., the Focus Pipeline, the Transfer Pipeline, the Time Travel Pipeline and the extended 
Priority Pipeline for Data Replay are working at expected performance. Moreover, we can confirm 
that multiple of the integrated pipelines can be executed on the single cluster, e.g., Focus Pipeline 
and Transfer Pipeline on the SoftNet cluster on Focus Pipeline, Transfer Pipeline and Priority 
Pipeline on the LUH cluster. 
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4.1.3 Analysis of the Adaptation Capabilities 

In this section, we analyze the adaptation capabilities of the QualiMaster infrastructure. We 
structure this section in two topics, an evaluation of the reflective adaptation (Section 4.1.3.1) and 
an evaluation of the overall adaptation behavior in terms of adaptation scenarios (Section 3.1.3.2). 
The evaluation of the reflective adaptation is a more in-depth experiment-based evaluation using a 
fast-as-lightning test topology, i.e., an evaluation in a controlled environment. In contrast, the 
evaluation of the overall adaptation behavior utilizes real pipelines and involves the adaptation 
components integrated into the QualiMaster infrastructure. This overall evaluation must cope with 
the actual behavior of black-box algorithm components in a real pipeline and involves the work of 
all work packages, in particular, WP4 and WP5, who jointly conducted this evaluation. From a work 
package perspective, this Section includes also a summary of infrastructure evaluations done in 
WP5 as there is no final deliverable of WP5 scheduled for the end of the project. 

4.1.3.1 Evaluation of the Reflective Adaptation 

The reflective adaptation aims at observing and analyzing the adaptation behaviour for a 
QualiMaster infrastructure and, in particular, at suggesting changes to the Configuration Model and 
the adaptation priorities to improve the adaptation itself. It is intended as a tool for the 
infrastructure users, in particular the Adaptation Manager as an automated support in learning from 
the actual adaptation on a meta-level. The concepts for the reflective adaptation have been 
introduced in deliverable D4.4 (Section 3.7). The evaluation presented in this section aims an in-
depth experiment executing the actual implementation of the reflective adaptation in controlled 
environment, i.e., it is based on an experimental setup aiming to take control over the various 
variables potentially influencing the experimental results. 

We describe first the experimental setup for this evaluation, i.e., the pipeline that we used for the 
experiments and we highlight those configuration aspects that are relevant to reflective adaptation. 
Second, we summarize how the dataset used for performing this evaluation and the main 
highlights of the learning phase, i.e., how the features have been extracted from the data set. 
Finally, we report and discuss the results. 

Experimental Setup 

Based on the concepts introduced in D4.4, we aim at improving the threshold-based algorithm 

switching in a pipeline, i.e., the user-defined constraints added to the Configuration Model in order 
to indicate valid and invalid algorithms and the related switching behaviour. The goal is to identify 
the optimal threshold allowing the warm-up based algorithm switch (see D4.2 for more details) to 
exchange algorithm implementations before the actual algorithm is saturated and queuing effects 
cause unintended peaks in throughput.  

Analyzing the algorithm switching in a complex pipeline, such as the Priority Pipeline, would make 
controlling the experimental variables rather difficult. Therefore, coherently with previous 
experiments on enactment patterns (e.g., D4.2, Section 3.3), we designed a specific test pipeline 
to support the experiments on reflective adaptation. The test pipeline defines a fast-as-lightning 
topology consisting of a data source, a processor and a data sink. We pass simple data such as 
integer values through the pipeline and the data processors are supposed to pass on the data as 
fast as configured, i.e., considering configured delay settings to emulate a stable data processing 
algorithm. Figure 2 depicts the test pipeline in the notation of QM-IConf, which is similar to the one 

Figure 2: Design of the test pipeline using the notation of QM-
IConf. 
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previously described in D4.2 (Section 3.3.1). The main characteristics relevant to the reflective 
adaptation are the following: 

- The test data source is an instance of the abstract class CustomRateSource generically 

implemented by the Data Management Layer of the QualiMaster infrastructure and allows 
generating random integer values with custom frequency patterns. This differs from 

previous experiments which relied on the FixedRateSource producing constant a data 

stream of a given item rate. The actual frequency patterns generated for the experiments 
will be shown below. 

- The two algorithms belonging to the RandomFamily simply emit the received data item, 

but each one does it with a different delay. As defined in the algorithm / pipeline 
configuration, the algorithm used by default when starting the pipeline introduces a delay of 
4 ms per data item, while the other available algorithm produces no delay. It is important to 
note that both algorithms are not simple Java algorithms rather than sub-topologies, i.e., 
manually implemented potentially distributed algorithms requiring the warm-up based 
algorithm switch mechanism researched by WP4, here using the tight algorithm integration 
(cf. D4.4).  

- The algorithm switching is triggered based on a throughput threshold defined as a user-

defined constraints on the individual algorithms of the RandomFamily. If the throughput 

exceeds 200 items/s then the slower algorithm is considered as invalid, i.e., switching to the 
faster algorithm is required. For each given pattern of the input rate, we vary this threshold 
(one run for each value) to identify the optimal value for switching, i.e., the label to be 
learned as we will elaborate below. In the rest of this Section, when not stated otherwise, 
we will use only the term “threshold” implying that it refers to the switching based on 
throughput.  

- Although fast-as-lightning algorithms could be switched immediately, we aim at optimizing 
the switching behaviour for the warm-up based switch as it is used in real pipelines, e.g., 
the Priority Pipeline. Thus, we configured a warm-up period of 10 seconds through the 
“window time” of the algorithm family. The “window time” is an algorithm parameter defined 
according to the correlation algorithm family of the Priority Pipeline, which is taken up by 
the Adaptation Layer during enactment and configures the actual switching mechanism for 
this pipeline upon switching algorithms. While the “window time” is used to (re-)configure 
also the data processing in the correlation family, it has no effects on the algorithms of the 

RandomFamily as this would introduce an uncontrolled variable potentially affecting the 

results of this controlled experiment. 

The execution of the test pipeline for the experiment was performed on clusters provided to the 
consortium by TSI, in more details on the Okeanos cluster. The installed QualiMaster infrastructure 
is configured to record the system state once per second, in terms of the default infrastructure 
records, but in particular also as specific records utilized by the reflective adaptation. Similarly, the 
adaptation actions are recorded in a specific log utilized by the reflective adaptation. 
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Data set 

In order to come up with a model that can predict the optimal threshold based on the input rate of 
the source, the first step consists in acquiring real monitoring data to learn from. To this end, we 
configured the source to produce different input rates, which are depicted in Figure 3, and we used 
each one of them in distinct runs of the pipeline. As shown in Figure 3, the input rates are all ramps 
but with different slopes. At this stage we are not interested in discovering the optimal threshold for 
each source profile yet, but rather in recording the behaviour of the pipeline without any adaptation 
effect, i.e. without any switch. Therefore, in each run we set the threshold to an unreachable value 
of throughput to not trigger the switch, and we stopped each execution shortly after the emission 
rate of the source became higher than the processing rate of the active algorithm. This point would 
have been the moment for the faster algorithm of the family to become active. For each run we 
collected the corresponding monitoring trace, which contains the values of the observables (e.g. 
capacity, latency, items/s, etc.) at every second for the whole platform, for all the running pipelines, 
as well as for all their nodes. Our evaluation covers one single pipeline, but the experimental 
procedure remains applicable to the case of multi-pipeline adaptation as well as to different 
scenarios (as already explained in D4.4, Section 3.7). 

It is important to mention that, since we stopped the execution shortly after the active algorithm 
saturated and since the different input rates make it saturate at different points in time, the number 
of monitoring steps in our dataset is different from source to source as shown in Figure 3. 
Intuitively, it is inversely proportional to the input rate of the source. In total, we included 1265 
monitoring steps (spanning 10 different input rates) in our dataset. Although a bigger dataset would 
of course make the learning more solid, we believe that the collected data is already a fair 
benchmark for our purposes. 

With the monitoring traces at hand, we extract a set of features for each monitoring step, i.e., one 
set of features for each row of each trace. The extracted features can be logically grouped into 
three categories: 

- Current Features: Values of the observables monitored at the given step. 

- Differential Features: Differences between the values of the same observables measured 
within different nodes at the given step. 

- Trend Features: Approximated first and second order variation of the observables within a 
window of five steps (the given one and the previous four). 

Figure 3: Data source instances with different input rates used in the 
experiment. 
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These groups of features have been computed for each observable (e.g. capacity, throughput, 
latency, volume) as well as at each platform level (i.e. whole platform, pipeline, nodes of pipeline). 
In total, we extract 200 features for each monitoring step. More details on the learning techniques 
used in this experiment will be given below. 

The last step consists in attaching labels to each monitoring step, which, in our case, means 
identifying the optimal switching threshold for each run of the test pipeline. Optimality means that 
the switch is enacted right before the active algorithm saturates, smoothly moving to the faster 
algorithm without queuing items. Therefore, for each input rate, we empirically tried different 
thresholds until we observed the desired behaviour. Please note that the QualiMaster 
infrastructure does not have access to the actual queue sizes of Apache Storm, the underlying 
stream processor. Table 2 reports the labels that we identified for each input rate. The numbering 
of the input rates increases with the increase of their slope, so Rate #1 refers to the flattest curve 
in Figure 3 and Rate #10 refers to the steepest one. The table confirms the intuition that, for the 
same processing delay and warm-up period, the more the input rate increases the lower the 
threshold must be to anticipate the switch and to avoid the saturation of the algorithm. As an 
extreme case, the switching procedure (including the warm-up period as well) must start almost 
immediately for Rate #10. These identified thresholds have been attached, as labels, to the 
features of each monitoring step of the run with the corresponding input rate. 

Table 2: Optimal thresholds identified for each input rate of the source. 

Input Rate Optimal Threshold Input Rate Optimal Threshold 

Rate #10 5 Rate #5 210 

Rate #9 70 Rate #4 218 

Rate #8 140 Rate #3 228 

Rate #7 170 Rate #2 232 

Rate #6 190 Rate #1 236 

 

Reflective Adaptation by Machine Learning 

After acquiring real monitoring data, extracting features from each step, and identifying the desired 
labels, our dataset is ready to be used for learning purposes. As already described in D4.4 
(Section 3.7), we model the estimation of optimal switching thresholds given the monitoring data as 
a regression problem. We include five models in our experiments, namely Linear Regression, 
Multilayer Perceptron, Random Forest, Linear Support Vector Machine, Support Vector Machine 
with Radial Basis Functions as kernels. These models are all available in the Weka2 library, which 
is included in the QualiMaster infrastructure as it is already used by the Source Volume Prediction 
(cf. D4.3). 

We perform correlation-based feature selection to reduce the dimensionality of the model. 
Correlation-based feature selection allows identifying subsets of features that have high correlation 
with the class while being lowly correlated to each other. We set the size of the desired feature set 
to 50, as a fair compromise between complexity of the model and its discriminative capabilities. 

 

 

                                                

2 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Results 

We now report and discuss the results of our evaluation. First, we show the performances of the 
different experimented models, especially delving into the best performing one. Second, we move 
to the feature level and we analyze their predictive importance. 

The overall results are listed in Table  for different models and evaluation metrics. They have been 
obtained via 10-fold cross validation and the parameters of each model have been tuned via grid 
search. The evaluation metrics are correlation coefficient (R), mean absolute percentage error 
(MAPE), mean absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE). The values of R show that 
all the models fairly correlate with the class, with Random Forest, SVM (RBF), and MLP being the 
best ones. They are the best ones also according to the other evaluation metrics, which indeed 
indicate bigger gaps with respect to Linear Regression and SVM (linear). We restrict the analysis 
to the Random Forest in the next paragraph, as it is the best performing model according to our 
evaluation. 

 

Table 3: Results of the regression with different models and evaluation metrics. 

Model Parameters R MAPE MAE RMSE 

Linear Regression Ridge = 10-8 0.7295 0.5811 11.7561 38.866 

MLP 
Hidden Layers = 1, Functions = 4, 

Ridge = 0.01 
0.8733 0.132 4.5087 13.7704 

Random Forest Features = 50, Iterations = 100 0.9162 0.1024 2.3751 4.9635 

SVM (linear) C = 0.25 0.7837 0.4833 16.3812 30.9437 

SVM (RBF) C = 2.5, γ = 1.25, ν = 0.25 0.895 0.1487 3.1485 10.4151 

 

The scatter plot depicted in Figure  shows the difference between the predictions done by the 
Random Forest model and the actual labels, i.e., its regression error. The labels are along the x-
axis while the predicted values are along the y-axis. The crosses are proportional to the error. We 
can observe a very high correlation between predictions and labels, which already emerged from 
the results listed in Table . As already pointed out while discussing the data set, there are more 
items for lower input rates (and, therefore, higher thresholds) because the algorithm takes more 
time to saturate in those cases. Also the sampling of the labels is denser at high values, which 
might be one of the reasons why the regression error increases for the lowest label (equal to 5). 
For sake of completeness, we also report in Table  the predictions of Random Forest averaged for 
each label. Coherently with the scatter plot of Figure , Table  shows overall a fairly accurate 
prediction, with relative errors decreasing for high labels and increasing for low labels. 
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Table 4: Labels along with predictions of Random Forest. 

Label Prediction (avg ± std) Label Prediction (avg ± std) 

5 21.77 ± 11.43 210 208.73 ± 3.42 

70 72.48 ± 3.67 218 216.66 ± 2.23 

140 142.91 ± 3.79 228 225.98 ± 4.39 

170 173.05 ± 5.64 232 230.75 ± 1.32 

190 188.76 ± 2.75 236 234.9 ± 0.34 

 

The last part of the evaluation consists in showing which are the most important features within the 
model, i.e. those better correlating with the class and, therefore, having bigger influence within the 
prediction. As already stated in the discussion of the data set, among the whole set of 200 features 
extracted from each monitoring step, we used the best set of 50 features according to the 
correlation-based feature selection as form of dimensionality reduction. For sake of brevity, we 
discuss here the best set of 20 features, which is indeed a subset of the one with 50 features. The 
features are listed in Table 5, distinguishing between the category, component, and observable 
each feature refers to.  

As stated above, the features are grouped into three categories: current features, differential 
features, trend features. The components can be the whole platform, the pipeline, or its nodes. 

Processor1Intermediary and Processor1EndBolt are nodes related to the initially active 

(and slower) sub-topology algorithm (not shown in Figure 2 as added by the generated algorithm 
implementation). Based on this information, the entries of Table 5 can be read as follows: The top 
ranked feature is the current latency of the source, the second one is the trend (variation) of the 

item/s of the Processor representing the RandomFamily, within a window of 5 steps, the 7th one 

Figure 4: Regression errors of Random Forest. Labels on the x-axis, 
predictions on the y-axis. 
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is the difference between the total volume measured in the source and the one in the processor, 
and so on. The current and trend features are the most frequent, meaning that current and past 
monitoring information is complementary to predict the labels. Nevertheless, there are interesting 
differential features involving important nodes like source and processor (including those nodes 
related to the active algorithm). Most of the involved components are crucial nodes for recognizing 

an overload situation, i.e., Source, Processor, Processor1Intermediary/EndBolt, while 

the whole Pipeline and Platform (characterizing the actual resource pool usage) appear to be 

not very important. The frequent presence of the Source may be due to keeping the processing 

delay fixed in the experiments. We expect it to become slightly less popular, leaving more space to 

the Processor, when including processors with different processing delays in the dataset. Note 

that there are no important features involving the faster algorithm, since it has no role in 
determining the optimal switching threshold. Finally, items, capacity, and latency resulted to be the 
most discriminative observables. This was to some extent expectable, because they are the most 
affected measures when varying the input rate and in overload situations. 

 

Table 5: Best set of 20 features according to correlation-based feature selection. 

Rank Category Component(s) Observable 

1 Current Source Latency 

2 Trend Processor Items/s 

3 Current Source Capacity 

4 Current Processor Enactment Delay 

5 Trend Processor1Intermediary Items/s 

6 Current Sink Capacity 

7 Differential Source, Processor Total Volume 

8 Current Pipeline Latency 

9 Current Source Enactment Delay 

10 Current Processor1EndBolt Capacity 

11 Trend Source Items/s 

12 Differential Processor1Intermediary, Processor1EndBolt Total Items 

13 Trend Processor1Intermediary Total Items 

14 Differential Source, Processor Total Items 
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15 Current Sink Enactment Delay 

16 Trend Pipeline Latency 

17 Trend Processor Capacity 

18 Differential Processor1Intermediary, Processor1EndBolt Total Volume 

19 Trend RandomProcessor1Intermediary Total Volume 

20 Current Platform Used Machines 

 

Online Behaviour 

Our evaluation revealed that there is not a unique optimal switching threshold, but it rather 
depends on the input rate of the source. More important, the experiments also showed that such 
dynamic threshold can be accurately estimated based on monitoring information. We now describe 
how the approach that we have proposed can be applied online, i.e. once the reflective model has 
been trained and new runs of the pipeline are performed. 

With a given periodicity, the Monitoring Layer sends the monitored state of the platform to the 
Reflective Adaptation component. It extracts features from the current and recent monitoring logs 
(kept in a buffer) and it makes use of the pre-trained model to estimate the optimal switching 
threshold, which is sent back to the Monitoring Layer. This value is eventually used in the 
constraint evaluation phase in place of the static and off-line defined default threshold from the 
Configuration Model, which would have been used if the Reflective Adaptation component had not 
been available. 

 

Conclusions 

In light of the conducted experiments, we conclude that reflective adaptation can accurately adapt 
the switching threshold of a pipeline, with the best model achieving over 90% of correlation and 
around 10% of mean absolute percentage error. The evaluation results show that the prediction is 
especially accurate for high thresholds, while the relative error tends to increase for lower ones. 
This might be due to the less dense sampling of labels (thresholds) performed at lower values. As 
expectable, optimal thresholds (one for each input rate) are inversely proportional to the input rate 
of the source and let the switching happen in a well-timed way, before the algorithm saturates and 
also coping with warm-up periods. The information extracted by the Monitoring Layer was 
fundamental to accomplish the task. It provided us with information on the previous and current 
state of different components, from the whole pipeline to its single nodes. 

This evaluation, while being promising, showed that the biggest challenge in developing reflective 
adaptation models is the extensive gathering of real monitoring data, spanning different state 
dimensions. We varied the input rate of the source in our evaluation, but the same procedure could 
be also performed by varying other dimensions like the processing delay of the slower algorithm 
and the warm-up period. Moving to a bigger scope, one could gather monitoring data for all these 
combinations in different environments (clusters). This would make any learned model more robust 
and generalizable, but it would require the not negligible effort of running a given pipeline and 
collecting monitoring data for a wider and wider set of dimension combinations. As already 
mentioned when introducing reflective adaptation in D4.4 (Section 3.7), we believe that our 
approach (both conceptually and experimentally) stays applicable to different adaptation 
dimensions and goals. 
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4.1.3.2 Evaluation of Adaptation Scenarios 

The aim of this evaluation is to apply different adaptation scenarios and input data sets to evaluate 
how the overall adaptation performs with a real pipeline. We first describe the evaluation setup, 
i.e., the cluster, the pipeline and the data sets used for the evaluation. Then we discuss the 
scenarios that we selected for evaluation as well as the respective results. Finally, we conclude 
and discuss the experience that we collected during the evaluation.  

It is important to mention that this evaluation differs from the typical evaluations discussed for the 
adaptation so far, e.g., the in-depth evaluation of the reflective adaptation in Section 4.1.3.1. In 
contrast to the evaluations and experiments with fast-as-lightning topologies using a clear setup to 
avoid arbitrary and uncontrollable variations of experiment variables, we aim here at an evaluation 
with a real pipeline developed by the QualiMaster partners consisting of black-box algorithms and 
manual sub-topology implementations with largely unknown behavior to the adaptation. Although 
this evaluation is based on observations such as the infrastructure log, the monitoring and the 
adaptation logs also used in Section 4.1.3.1, it is potentially more difficult to clearly identify and 
explain cause-effect relations. However, this is also the real environment for running the 
QualiMaster infrastructure in the wild. 

Evaluation Setup 

In contrast to other evaluations done before, we perform this evaluation on the LUH cluster. One 
particular rationale is to also evaluate whether the QualiMaster infrastructure can be installed and 
executed on a cluster with different setup. A second rationale is to perform evaluations with the 
modified Storm version (called Adaptive Storm) discussed in D4.2, which, to not disturb other work 
and experiments, is installed on the experimental SUH cluster, but not on the clusters provided by 
TSI. Without Adaptive Storm, re-parallelizing executors is not supported and automatically 
excluded as a potential adaptation tactic. 

As described in the WP4 deliverables, the LUH cluster consists of 18 machines, each with 2 
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v2 running at 2.10GHz, i.e., 12 cores per machine and 128 GB 
RAM of main memory. The LUH cluster was installed using CentOs 6 before QualiMaster and also 
runs other software such as Hadoop used for further experiments at LUH, i.e., a realistic cluster 
setting. To avoid accidents, the Zookeepers, Adaptive Storm components and the QualiMaster 
infrastructure are available for a specific user, which is isolated from the other users, e.g., working 
with the LUH Hadoop. Basically, Storm workers run within their own JVMs and, thus, are typically 
executed on other CPU cores in isolation from the other installed software. However, to avoid 
cross-effects in the evaluation, we agreed on a schedule and perform our experiments at times 
when no other experiments are being conducted at this cluster. In addition to the plain operating 
system, the SUH cluster installation differs from the TSI and LUH clusters as the components of 
the QualiMaster infrastructure are supervised and managed due to operating system requirements 
by daemontools3. Just to recall, on the TSI clusters the QualiMaster infrastructure is started 
manually by the user and on the SUH cluster the infrastructure is managed by supervisord4. 
Although the LUH cluster provides HDFS, due to the existing installation there is, as opposed to 
the TSI and the SUH cluster, no distributed file system managed by the operating system. As a 
consequence, on the LUH cluster, all required libraries, setup files and simulation data must be 
distributed by scripts to the worker machines upon need / change, while at TSI and SUH this is 
done transparently by the operating system. It is worth mentioning that the cluster installation has 
been conducted by LUH staff as part of WP5 activities based on the installation documentation of 
the QualiMaster infrastructure (cf. Appendix of D4.4). We conclude that the QualiMaster 
infrastructure can successfully be set up by different persons, on different clusters operating in 
different software and hardware environments. 

                                                

3 https://cr.yp.to/daemontools.html 

4 http://supervisord.org/ 
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For the evaluations, we use the Priority Pipeline described in D5.2. We selected this pipeline as it 
is available in the QualiMaster infrastructure configuration and the involved pipeline components 
are considered stable by WP2/WP3. To focus the evaluation, we concentrate on the financial part 
of the Priority Pipeline as it provides the potential of rather resource consuming algorithms the 
needed adaptation opportunities. To avoid cross-effects with other work, we copied the pipeline 
configuration (of the financial part) and turned it into a specific Priority Financial Pipeline, also as 
we expected that some adaptation scenarios will require specific changes to algorithm or pipeline 
settings recorded in the configuration. As algorithm switching of sub-topologies is a central topic in 
the evaluation of the reflective algorithm in Section 4.1.3.1 and performing calculations on the TSI 
hardware co-processors would lead to communication latencies due to the geographic distribution, 
we focus on adaptation scenarios not involving algorithm switching in this section. For this 
purpose, we activate the hardware monitoring filter of the QualiMaster infrastructure, i.e., although 
the hardware processors may be available, the QualiMaster infrastructure pretends that they are 
not reachable and, thus, excludes candidate hardware algorithms from dynamic algorithm 
selection. The pipeline is executed in adaptive start-up mode, although the algorithms are 
integrated in tight fashion.  

Moreover, the respective components used in the Priority Pipeline / Priority Financial Pipelines 
operate on both clusters, such as simulation data sources operate on all clusters used in the 
QualiMaster project. 

Below, we focus on the following scenarios: 

 Normal pipeline operation where no adaptation shall happen 

 Start-up cross-pipeline adaptation 

 Runtime resource re-parallelization under overload 

 Load shedding under overload 

 Parameter changes at runtime 

For the evaluations, we use two specific data sets, both of synthetic nature and length of around 6 
minutes to enable repeatability of the experiments.  

 DS1 includes financial stock market data around 1000 ticks/s without significant peaks.  

 DS2 includes an increasing/decreasing input load, which ultimately raises to 2500 ticks/s 
for 56 seconds via a short plateau at 1250 ticks/s. The input load of this data set is 
illustrated in Figure . 

Due to the limited time frame of the data sets, we cannot evaluate the source volume prediction in 
this experiment, which, as discussed in D4.3, requires longer time series to build up the prediction 
models. 
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Figure 5: Illustration of the input data set with varying load (DS2). 

Scenario: Normal pipeline operations 

For this scenario of the evaluation, we use DS1 to simulate normal pipeline operations. We expect 
that no adaptation will happen. As in the usual configuration of the Priority Pipeline, initial scaling of 
the pipeline into the cluster (cross-pipeline adaptation) is disabled. In the global adaptation settings 
of the Configuration model, the lower bound for capacity on pipeline nodes is set to 10%, the upper 
bound to 60% (for forcing some constraint violations), the minimum capacity to enable load 
shedding on a node to 85% and the average pipeline overload required for changing replay or 
performing load shedding to 80%. 

At the beginning of the pipeline operations, we noticed in the infrastructure logs several constraint 
violations, some on resource under usage due to low node capacity caused by the pipeline sink at 
start-up and some overload by the other nodes during operation. This is plausible as the adaptive 
start-up mode connects sources and sinks automatically at the end of the pipeline start-up (cf. 
D4.4). Until the first constraint violation is detected, all other pipeline nodes are processing at least 
some data chunks, in case of the Hayashi-Yoshida nodes the configuration stream. Also the 
overload constraint violations are plausible as the capacity increases during processing over the 
configured boundaries for some nodes. The constraint violations are signalled to the Adaptation 
Layer, which considers them, but causes not enactment. Also this is plausible, as the configuration 
of the pipeline sink defines for this component the same number of executors and tasks so that the 
adaptation space for this node is rather limited (cf. D4.2 for design limitations imposed by Storm on 
the runtime re-parallelization). Moreover, as hardware co-processors are not available due to the 
infrastructure filter mentioned above, no better algorithm was considered for switching. In 
summary, also based on previous experience for other experiments done in the project, we 
conclude that the adaptation of the QualiMaster infrastructure handles normal pipeline operation 
situations correctly. 

Scenario: Start-up cross-pipeline adaptation 

In this part of the evaluation, we aim at analyzing the automatic scale-up of a pipeline into a 
cluster, better, comparing the scalability for two different clusters. We expect that the start-up 
adaptation allows running the same pipeline at reasonable performance on two different clusters 
without changing the Configuration Model. Moreover, we expect no further adaptations. 

From a semantic point of view, the only pipeline node which is suitable for this form of adaptation is 
the correlation computation. The original implementation of the Hayashi-Yoshida correlation 
estimator (cf. D2.2) is a manual sub-topology with a pre-defined set of 14 executors and tasks for 
the correlation computation and 1 executor / task for the mapper component. As part of this 
scenario, it is important to compare the scale-up for two different clusters, i.e., we take also the 
experimental SUH cluster into account. However, executing the pipeline with the given settings on 
the small experimental SUH cluster is not feasible at all, i.e., the start-up validation even prevents 
the execution of this pipeline. Adjusting the configuration to 4 executors and tasks enables the 
execution, but, as expected, it operates at low performance. Using the same configuration on the 
LUH cluster would not make much sense, but manually changing the configuration for each cluster 
is also not intended. Thus, we enable scalability for this pipeline node and allowed the pipeline to 
take up all resources applying the fractionated cluster scaling mode (cf. D4.4). In addition to the 
load settings discussed above, the maximum cluster allocation by scaling was set to 90%, i.e., to 
reserve a residual capacity for algorithm switching. 

Without limiting the scalability of the correlation computation node, the start-up adaptation scales 
this node up to more than 30 executors/tasks, i.e., the fractionated size of a pipeline on this cluster. 
Although this adaptation decision is correct, we know that there may be a scaling limit due to 
communication overhead. Due to this reason, we limit the maximum number of executors/tasks for 
this node in the Configuration Model to 20 (for a base line even to 16) and re-execute the pipeline. 
As expected, the start-up adaptation scales the pipeline to the configured limit, but not to the 
fractionated size as done initially. However compared with the baseline of 16 executors, we 
noticed a performance reduction of 5.1% at higher capacity / latency for the pipeline operating at 
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20 executors / tasks for the correlation computation. Although the pipeline scaling (across clusters) 
is successful, we exceeded the overall scaling limits of this particular algorithm in this experiment. 
As discussed for the design of the cross-pipeline adaptation in D4.4, this indicates a 
(semantic/contextual) scalability limit for individual nodes. As also expected, no further adaptations 
were enacted on this pipeline. In summary, we conclude that the start-up scaling functionality of 
the cross-pipeline adaptation is working as expected. 

Scenario: Runtime resource re-parallelization under overload 

Running a pipeline under a high load can be a trigger to change the re-parallelization of the 
pipeline nodes to achieve better performance. Global resource constraints defined on the pipeline 
nodes as part of the Configuration Meta Model allow detecting such high load situations. As 
described for the normal pipeline operation scenario, the constraints themselves can be 
customized through their thresholds to ease the tasks of the infrastructure users, in particular the 
Adaptation Manager. If pipeline nodes are configured correspondingly, we expect that exceeding 
the given load / capacity threshold leads to a resource migration. 

As described above, in the basic setup, the Priority (Financial) Pipeline operates its resource 
demanding correlation computation nodes with the same number of executors and tasks. Using 
the same numbers here limits the adaptation space and prevents adaptation as a technical 
prerequisite for resource re-parallelization under high load requires a higher number of tasks than 
executors, i.e., a task scaling reserve. This prerequisite is imposed by the Storm task invariant as 
discussed in D5.2 and D4.2. For the configured Hayashi-Yoshida sub-pipeline changing the 
number of tasks / executors is rather obvious, as it can be done for the respective node in the 
configuration. For the manual implemented sub-topology that we use in this evaluation, this is not 
that obvious as the distribution of tasks and executors to the respective implementation nodes is 
done by the sub-topology and represented in the Configuration Model only on (aggregating) 
algorithm level. To enable a semantically correct re-parallelization (akin for the cross-pipeline 
adaptation), we equipped the Hayashi-Yoshida sub-topology with a scaling descriptor (cf. D5.4 and 
D4.4), which guarantees the allocation of a single executor / task to the mapper component and 
applies all re-parallelization / scaling requests to the correlation computation. Consequently, all 
modifications done to the respective algorithm configuration are propagated at runtime to the 
correlation computation node. 

For this scenario, we set the desired number of executors for the algorithm to 4 and the number of 
tasks to 14. This should lead to an initial performance drop / overload in the correlation 
computation, as now correlation computations for 13 tasks are done in sequence on 3 
CPUs/services rather than in parallel on 13 CPUs/services. As a consequence, re-parallelization of 
the overloaded correlation computation nodes shall happen. Such overload situations occur 
quickly, already when running the pipeline on the normal operations dataset (DS1) due to 
sequential processing of the data. As indicated by the infrastructure logs, the adaptation tries to re-
parallelize the pipeline on the LUH cluster as an overload situation is indicated and Adaptive Storm 
is installed. Incrementally, due to the monitoring frequency of 1 second and the mechanism for 
preventing multiple enactments on the same pipeline as described in D4.4, the adaptation 
increases the number of executors by re-parallelization. Per step, the actual adaptation tactic 
dictates the increase by 1 executor, but also other strategies can be realized leading to a better 
performance in shorter time. As illustrated by the left side of Figure , the current tactic requires 
around 60 seconds for completely parallelizing the correlation computation component. Each 
enactment takes less than 100 ms including state transfer among old and new component 
instance. Finally, the re-parallelizing the correlation computation ends at the configured upper limit 
of executors, the value chosen by WP2, although with a constant load during several plateaus 
indicated in the left graph of Figure  the number of executors could also remain stable. In addition, 
the data sink signals overload, but, as described for normal pipeline operations, the configured 
adaptation space does not allow a re-parallelization on that component. In summary, we conclude 
that the runtime re-parallelization of the QualiMaster infrastructure is working as expected. It is 
important to mention that such an extreme re-parallelization in particular during start-up is typically 
not desired although possible, also as the number of emitted items is typically less (right side of 
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Figure  depicts the emitted item for the correlation computation component) than for a node which 
is correctly scaled right from the beginning. 
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Figure 6: Increasing executors and emitted items during re-parallelization. 

Scenario: Load shedding under overload 

Load shedding is the ultimate enactment to protect the QualiMaster infrastructure from input 
overload. In order to cause the load shedding to be enacted, we utilize the DS2 data set. However, 
the default load configuration of the QualiMaster infrastructure allows load shedding activities only 
for rather high node and pipeline load. To evaluate the load shedding adaptation, we modified the 
configuration and changed the upper load bound for nodes to 50%, the minimum capacity to 
enable load shedding on a node to 55% and the average pipeline overload required for changing 
replay or load shedding to 55%. We use the n-th item load shedder (see D4.4 for more details) if 
activated starting at each 10th item to be shedded. If the load situation persists, shedding is 
increased or decreased according to the situation at hand.  

From the infrastructure log we identified that running the pipeline on data set DS2 with these 
settings causes load shedding activities due to several capacity constraint violations with 
increasing / decreasing effect as expected. Figure  depicts the load of the components and the 
aggregated load of the pipeline during the experiment. The yellow triangles indicate the enactment 
of load shedding on the pipeline as indicated by the infrastructure log and the recorded enactment 
times (maximum 200 ms for the first enactment, around 50 ms for the subsequent enactments). 
Starting load shedding already happens at the first case of load violation by a component, in 
particular due to the reduced load boundaries for this experiment. This is reasonable as in this 
setup any other enactment for a load/capacity constraint violation can be used, i.e., as described 
above, the algorithm configuration prevents re-parallelization, no alternative suitable algorithm is 
available, and no replay mechanism is configured to be deactivated. Due to the increasing input 
load in DS2, shedding each 10th item is not sufficient and the load on pipeline and the Hayashi-
Yoshida components increases. In particular, when the Hayashi-Yoshida components deliver the 
first results (it takes some time after the data distributed by the mapper component is issued in 
terms of correlation matrix updates) the data sink of the pipeline is massively overloaded. Due to 
the reduced boundaries, load shedding is increased subsequently until pipeline and component 
loads react. This allows reducing the overall pipeline load and sustaining the load of the Hayashi-
Yoshida components. For the remaining processing, the infrastructure can keep the load stable 
until the input load decreases (around 400s). Here the components start fluctuating in load so that 
around the second input load plateau the infrastructure detects a reduced constraint violation and 
tries to reduce load shedding. Due to queuing effects (second spike of the sink), this is not efficient 
at this point in time and the infrastructure restores load shedding to the previous level. 

As summary, load shedding of the QualiMaster infrastructure acts as an effective mechanism for 
restricting load and preventing overload situations. As stated above, we used in this evaluation the 
rather coarse-grained n-th item load shedding approach. The adaptive control over load shedding 
may be improved by mechanisms which can be controlled more precisely as discussed in D4.4. 
The other mechanisms can be applied by realizing/using an alternative load shedding tactic. It is 
important to note that a load of 60% is usually not critical and does not require load shedding. We 
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reduced the settings for this evaluation to record and analyze effects of load shedding. Also 
components running under overload for a short time, e.g., due to queuing effects typically also do 
not require load shedding. Thus, guarding the load shedding by global pipeline load boundaries is 
effective. 
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Figure 7: Load measures during load shedding adaptation. 

Runtime parameter change 

As discussed in D4.4, the final Configuration Model for the QualiMaster infrastructure includes 
several pipelines with various pipeline nodes, some defining individual algorithm parameters such 
as market player subscriptions, analysis window sizes, etc. Changing these parameters at runtime 
can be cause by the Adaptation Layer based on a weighting of alternative algorithm profiles, but 
also due to explicit parameter change requests, some issued by internal components, other by the 
Stakeholder applications. During the project, requesting a parameter change has been done by the 
various components in several settings, all causing individual effects on data sources, algorithms 
and sinks. As evaluated in the early WP4 and WP5 deliverables, the typical enactment time for 
such a parameter change is around 10ms using the Zookeepers to distribute the enactment 
signals. 

In the late phases of the project, more larger and complex pipelines have been designed. These 
pipelines cause high resource demands to a Storm cluster, and partially require specific settings so 
that the pipelines can be executed as discussed in D4.4. As a fallback, but also to reduce resource 
consumption, the QualiMaster infrastructure offers sending parameter and algorithm changes 
through its internal event bus. Although we evaluated the event-based functionality, the partners 
tend to stay with the signal-based functionality as the signals appear is more familiar and reliable 
to them. 

Along with the idea of simplifying the design of Stakeholder Applications through a pipeline 
interface/setup specification, also the concept of a permissible parameter came up, i.e., a 
parameter, which is visible to external applications. In turn, WP4 introduced permissible 
parameters in the Configuration Model on pipeline node level, i.e., for the same family, different 
pipelines can declare different permissible parameters leading to different pipeline interfaces. In 
contrast to internal parameter changes, external non-permissible parameter changes are rejected 
by the Adaptation Layer. Based on a collection of required permissible parameters, WP6 changed 
the respective pipeline designs and WP4/WP6 validated the generated pipeline setup/interface 
specifications. Since the handling of permissible parameters was enabled in the Adaptation Layer 
in the second half of the third year of the project, we were able to validate this functionality, in 
particular due to accidentally missing declarations of permissible parameters. In more details, while 
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internal parameters were processed as usual, some of the tests and experiments revealed that 
external permissible parameters were sometimes not declared although addressed either through 
the command line interface of the QualiMaster infrastructure or the Stakeholder Applications. As 
expected, those parameter change requests were not processed. As not all partners were 
completely aware of the implications of the permissible parameters, initially some bug reports were 
filed, which typically led to a change of the Configuration Model declaring the respective parameter 
as permissible5. From this experience, we conclude that runtime parameter change is working as 
expected, in particular including the distinction of permissible (such as data replay requests) and 
non-permissible parameters. 

Conclusions 

We evaluated several adaptation scenarios for a real-world pipeline on the LUH cluster ranging 
from normal operations, runtime parameter changes, and autonomous start-up changes to 
complex runtime changes such as re-parallelization. We showed that the QualiMaster 
infrastructure can be installed on different clusters with different underlying operating system / 
setup. For each scenario we showed that the QualiMaster adaptation mechanisms including 
adaptation scripting and enactment mechanisms are working as expected. Moreover, the default 
adaptation scripts defined along with the QualiMaster Configuration (Meta) Model can be extended 
to achieve further forms of adaptation, e.g., to utilize different load shedding mechanisms or to 
achieve different scalability without changing infrastructure code or re-deploying the QualiMaster 
infrastructure.  

In addition, based on our evaluations and experience discussed in this section, we can draw three 
further conclusions: 

 The Configuration Model is seamlessly integrated with the runtime adaptation and 
the configuration space/settings effectively limit the adaptation space at runtime. 
Researching such a model [1] was one of the main challenges driving the work in WP4. 
Although the interaction between configuration and adaptation was not in the focus of this 
evaluation (or previous evaluations), its influence on the adaptive behaviour at runtime 
became an important aspect of this evaluation. In several cases we had to modify the 
settings in the QualiMaster Configuration Model to enable a specific adaptation behaviour. 
At a glance, this may appear like bug fixing or creating workarounds to achieve certain 
behaviour, but it actually shows that an Infrastructure User can influence the autonomous 
runtime behaviour just through his/her configuration activities. In some cases, we modified 
the load boundaries (which are by default at an adequate level for normal pipeline 
operations), in other cases the distribution settings of individual nodes. In all cases, we 
implicitly modified and extended the adaptation space through a change of the 
Configuration Model. From a different point of view, the Infrastructure Users and Algorithm 
Providers in the project typically requested configurations with rather safe settings based 
on their experience with the data processing and the infrastructure, implicitly limiting the 
adaptation. 

From a requirements perspective, the intended interacting effects provide a further level for 
Infrastructure users to influence the adaptive behaviour, in addition to having knobs and 
radio buttons to enable or disable adaptation capabilities. A more conservative Pipeline 
Designer / organization can go for rather narrow settings, while more progressive users can 
enable more adaptation opportunities just by defining an appropriate configuration. Here 
the Adaptation Manager can take over the responsibility to assist and coach other 
Infrastructure Users to create the most appropriate form of configuration / adaptation even 
for individual pipelines. From a scientific perspective, we confirm the results of WP4, which 
actually aimed at creating and researching such a seamlessly integrated approach [1]. 

                                                

5 Akin to newly installed network firewalls, which need some modification rounds until all required protocols and ports 

are considered correctly so that the respective services can operate as expected. 
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 We followed a model-based unified approach to configuration and adaptation. As 
discussed above, the Configuration Model and the adaptation / derivation scripts are at the 
heart of the approach. The approach allows deriving and executing QualiMaster pipelines, 
which comply with the model and the underlying version of the QualiMaster infrastructure. 
The QualiMaster adaptation requires strict consistency between the pipelines to be 
executed and the Configuration Model managed by the running infrastructure. For this 
purpose, the QualiMaster development process and the infrastructure provides some 
consistency mechanisms as discussed as part of the WP5 deliverables. Infrastructure and 
pipelines are build automatically through a continuous integration process, i.e., the 
deployed Maven artifacts even including the Configuration Model are consistent after a 
complete build. The QualiMaster infrastructure downloads the actual model at start-up from 
the pipeline elements repository (to a certain degree it may even update it at runtime) and 
can download also the referenced pipelines before starting them. The advantage of this 
model-in-the-loop approach is that the Infrastructure Users maintain a life model of their 
infrastructure and pipelines in contrast to, e.g., many Software Design models, which often 
end their life when (manual) implementation starts. The disadvantage is that some careless 
actions can impact the required consistency and lead to strange runtime behaviour. For 
example, to support testing and experiments, the QualiMaster infrastructure provides 
mechanisms for overriding the Configuration Model as well as the pipelines. As we 
experienced in practice, these mechanisms are adequate for experiments in particular due 
to the long build times discussed in D4.4. However, manually uploading pipelines based on 
temporary uncommitted model changes performed in the QualiMaster Infrastructure 
Configuration tool (QM-IConf) can cause invisible inconsistencies, which can cause 
(adaptive) behaviour that cannot easily be understood. Thus, explaining and maintaining 
the consistency between models and generated pipelines is a further important 
responsibility of the Adaptation Manager. 

 The incremental behaviour of the adaptation control for re-parallelization can be exploited 
to identify the initial distribution settings for a pipeline. So far, this task is based on 
experience and tedious trial-and-error experiments. Enabling a larger adaptation space 
when running a pipeline with several test data sets and recording the stable distribution 
settings can help Algorithm Providers and Infrastructure Users to approximate in a rather 
automated way very influential, but hard to determine pipeline settings. Although more work 
on determining these settings in an automated tool-based fashion is needed to foster the 
uptake of Big Data processing approaches, the QualiMaster project already performed 
initial steps towards in this direction. 

In addition to the implicit configuration of the adaptation space, the QualiMaster adaptation 
approach allows the user to influence the adaptation behaviour on various levels as discussed in 
D4.4, namely enabling or disabling adaptation strategies and tactics, influencing tradeoffs through 
weights or, on the most detailed level, changing the adaptation strategies and tactics directly. 
While the first three levels including the implicit influence of the configuration through the 
adaptation space can be utilized by users with some background in stream processing and 
pipeline design, the most detailed level also requires, as intended, deep insight in to infrastructure 
operations and the adaptation approach. In summary, we conclude that the QualiMaster 
adaptation approach successfully enables runtime adaptation of QualiMaster Big Data processing 
pipelines. 

4.2 QualiMaster Infrastructure Configuration Tool 

An initial technical evaluation of the QualiMaster Infrastructure Configuration Tool (QM-IConf) has 
been reported in D6.2. Subsequent actions on the results of that evaluation have been discussed 
in D4.3, while D4.4 concludes that from a technical point of view all use cases for QM-IConf as well 
as all requirements for the configuration approach collected in D1.2 are realized / fulfilled. In this 
section, we report on an evaluation of the configuration approach from the user’s point of view. As 
the users do not directly interact with the underlying techniques of the configuration approach such 
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as changing the Configuration Meta Model in IVML (application users even shall not interact with 
the configuration according to REQ-C-1), we opted for a user evaluation of QM-IConf. 

The subjects in this evaluation are the colleagues who acted as infrastructure users during the 
project. As they all have used QM-IConf so far and they entered the project at different points in 
time, they are expected to have different background on distributed stream processing, 
QualiMaster concepts and QM-IConf. So a formal experiment would be biased by their individual 
background knowledge. For this reason, we decided to perform a questionnaire with a series of 
questions on QM-IConf in order to allow the subjects to answer in a free and (as far as possible) 
anonymous way. We prepared the questionnaire as a Google web form with screenshots on the 
respective QM-IConf functionalities, reviewed it within the SUH group, who did the main 
development tasks for QM-IConf and, thus, did not participate in this evaluation, and asked one 
colleague from TSI and one from LUH as main contacts to distribute the questionnaire link6 among 
their colleagues. In case of questions, we subjects were asked to address us indirectly via the 
main contacts. 

Based on the size of the consortium and due to the fact that the SUH team cannot participate in 
this user evaluation to avoid bias, we cannot expect a high number of potential responses. We 
considered involving interested parties who downloaded the demonstration version of QM-IConf, 
but this download was provided in an anonymous fashion. If we would have received any external 
feedback, we would have considered including these external parties into the evaluation, probably 
on a different level of expertise. So we focus on a purely expert evaluation involving colleagues 
who applied QM-IConf during the project and, thus, gained experience in practically applying QM-
IConf (even over several releases). In more detail, we expected 2-3 colleagues from the LUH team 
and 2-4 from the TSI team (including both, SoftNet and MHL groups), i.e., 4-7 participants in total. 
These numbers are realistic, also as there were some team changes, e.g., at LUH where 
colleagues left and were replaced. As QM-IConf changed over time, we decided to ask only the 
active team members at the point of conducting the questionnaire, i.e., for the most recent release 
of QM-IConf. During the discussion of the results, we will consider as background also the 
experience and feedback provided by the colleagues who already left the teams. We are aware of 
the fact that such a small population does not allow to draw statistical conclusions, in particular no 
statistically significant ones. Thus, from a realistic and pragmatic point of view, the aim of this user 
evaluation is to collect opinions and feedback based on practical experience gained during the 
project rather than conducting a generalizable and statistically sound formal experiment. 

For developing the questionnaire, we included three types of questions, where possible following 
the usual Lickert scales: 

We included three types of questions, where possible following the usual Lickert scales: 

 Free text (F) 

 Integer number (I) 

 Single choice on the development experience (D), ranging from less than 2 year, over 1-3 
years, 3-5 years, 5-10 years up to more than 10 years. 

 Single choice on the effort to learn QM-IConf combined with free text feedback (E), ranging 
from “very low”, “low”, “moderate”, “high” to “very high”. 

 Single choice on concept completeness, i.e., whether QM-IConf is sufficient to model data 
stream processing in the respective application domain combined with free text feedback 
(A), ranging from “strongly agree”, “agree”, “undecided”, “disagree” to “strongly disagree”. 

 Combined single choice on usefulness and free text feedback for the QM-IConf 
functionality (Q). The range for usefulness included “very useful”, “somewhat useful”, “not 
very useful”, “not at all useful”, and “I did not use that functionality”.  

                                                

6  , unfortunately Google Forms cannot be properly exported so that we cannot include the original questionnaire 
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The questionnaire consists of 5 parts, each question indicating the type of question introduced 
above. 

 Part 1 – Introduction: A description on the aim of the questionnaire, the kind of questions 
and a motivation to answer the questions frankly, anonymously and, if possible, with 
feedback. 

 Part 2 – Demographic / Subject Data: A collection of general questions about the subject. 

o Q2.1: What is your job title / occupation? (F) 

o Q2.2: What kind of systems / data analysis are you working on? (F) 

o Q2.3: How much experience do you have with the kind of system development / 
research you are working on? (D) 

o Q2.4: Please estimate the time you worked with QM-IConf in hours. (I) 

 Part 3 – Configuration Questions: This part aims at collecting information about the 
configuration parts of QM-IConf. 

o Q3.1: How useful do you rate the support of configuring algorithm-specific data 
types, i.e., data types defined by an algorithm to be passed along a pipeline? (Q) 

o Q3.2: How useful do you rate the support of configuring the resource pool? (Q) 

o Q3.3: How useful do you rate the support of configuring data management 
elements? (Q) 

o Q3.4: How useful do you rate the support of configuring algorithms? (Q) 

o Q3.5: How useful do you rate the support of configuring algorithm families? (Q) 

o Q3.6: How useful do you rate the support of configuring pipelines? (Q) 

o Q3.7: How useful do you rate the support of configuring sub-pipelines? (Q) 

 Part 4 - Further functionality: Questions on further functionality of QM-IConf. 

o Q4.1: How useful do you rate the support of validating the configuration? (Q) 

o Q4.2: How useful do you rate the support of instantiating the configuration into 
deployable pipelines by code generation? (Q) 

 Part 5 - General questions: General questions about QM-IConf. 

o Q5.1: Please judge the effort you needed to learn creating pipelines with QM-IConf. 
(E) 

o Q5.2: Are the concepts provided by QM-IConf sufficient to model data stream 
processing applications in your application domain(s)? 

o Q5.3: Do you miss important features or concepts in QM-IConf? (F) 

o Q5.4: Please feel free to share further comments, issues, feedback with us. (F) 

For illustration, Figure  depicts a screenshot of the online questionnaire, showing the multiple-
choice answers for question Q3.4 including a related screenshot from QM-IConf. 
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Figure 8; Screenshot from the QM-IConf online questionnaire for Question Q3.4 

 

The results were automatically collected by Google Forms and can be viewed as summary or 
individual results. We report now about the answers / feedback that we received and discuss the 
results. We follow the sequence of questionnaire parts and questions given above. 

4 colleagues from 2 research groups (TSI, LUH) participated in the questionnaire. As stated above, 
4 subjects is actually the minimum size of the expected population, in particular as participating in 
the user questionnaire was not mandatory for the team members. Thus, we report and discuss 
now the provided answers and feedback and do not aim at a statistical evaluation of the results of 
the online questionnaire. 

The demographic questions indicate that job titles of the subjects are scientific employee (1), 
research engineer (1), and software engineer (2). The kind of systems they are working on are 
“event detection, adaptive crawling, bias in social media” (1), “hardware accelerators” (1), “Java 
and Apache Storm” (1) as well as Real-time stream processing (1). 75% (3) of the subjects work 
on the respective kind of systems for 1-3 years, 25% (1) for 5-10 years. 50% (2) of the subjects 
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estimated the time they worked with QM-IConf to 80 hours, 25% (1) to 20 hours and 25% (1) to 10 
hours. 

Regarding algorithm specific data types addressed by Q3.1, 25% (1) rated this functionality as 
very useful, the others did not define algorithm specific data types. This ratio may be due to the 
fact that WP4 introduced algorithm specific in the second year and this has been taken up (and not 
changed anymore) by several colleagues who left the project during the second year. One of the 
subjects responded that he/she resorted to the (legacy) Object type with explicit casting, which call 
be prevented by the algorithm-specific types. Also for the resource pool in Q3.2, 25% (1) rated 
this functionality as very useful, while the others did not apply this functionality. The resource pools 
were mostly defined in the first or beginning of the second year, i.e., some of the subjects may 
never have been in contact with that part of the infrastructure configuration.  

Configuring data sources (Q3.3), algorithms (Q3.4) and algorithm families (Q3.5) was 
considered as very useful by all subjects. Regarding the algorithms, two subjects suggested to 
automate the take-over of the input/output types from families to algorithms, one indicated that the 
functionality of explicitly copying this information was appreciated. Also in the first workshops on 
configuring the infrastructure, the colleagues indicated that checking / taking over the input/output 
types when drawing edges in the pipeline editor would be helpful. As mentioned in D4.4, we 
investigated such a feature. As initial support, we added the functionality of copying input/output 
fields, which must be explicitly called through a context menu. Identifying the editor events when 
inserting individual edges into a pipeline diagram was more complicated than expected. Although 
WP4 created an initial implementation, linking it to the configuration was problematic, moreover, 
on-demand validation was considered out of scope as discussed in D4.4, so that we finally skipped 
such automation. 

The configuration of data processing pipelines (Q3.6) was rated as very useful by all subjects. 
Regarding the pipelines, one subject suggested to reduce the number of steps (in particular in the 
pipeline element preferences tab) needed to configure individual family elements, e.g., to have pre-
defined classes that are pre-configured and just need to be selected to create a new pipeline 
element. There are at least two ways of addressing this suggestion, e.g., without further changes 
of the models, allowing the user to turn a configured node into a “template” and to create new 
pipeline nodes from a template. Similarly, templates could be defined on configuration model level, 
but would represent convenience information that typically must be replicated (to avoid accidental 
changes) and, thus, is irrelevant for instantiation and runtime. In contrast, sub-pipelines (Q3.7) 
were rated as not very useful by 25% (1) or not used at all. An explanation was given by one of the 
subject, namely, that “I used this in the beginning but then I figured out that in my case it made 
thinks only more complicated”. This relates to the discussions in D4.4, where some collages used 
in the beginning the manual implemented sub-topologies and during discussions found out that the 
simple Java algorithm interfaces were forgotten as everybody was using sub-topologies and that 
the simple Java algorithms are appropriate for many tasks. Taking up the feedback from the first 
year that implementing sub-topologies is rather complicated led to the development of the concept 
of sub-pipelines. However, the need for complex distributed algorithms decreased during the 
second year, configurable sub-pipelines that can be generated automatically based on simple Java 
algorithms became available at the end of the second year (D4.2) and the real value of 
dynamically using resources through loosely integrated sub-pipelines in the third year (D4.3). So 
changing requirements but also increasing technical capabilities can be seen as a reason for not 
using the concept of sub-pipelines and for the rating provided for Q3.7. 

Regarding additional functionality, validating a configuration (Q4.1) was rated as very useful by 
75% (3) and as not very useful by 25% (1). The related feedback seems to provide a reason for 
this rating. Two subjects indicated problems with the problem descriptions, both mentioning “a few 
issues at the problem description” through displaying rather generic messages and, in particular, 
using the internal IVML names. The underlying problem is to translate constraint failures for a 
rather expressive constraint language (IVML is heavily inspired by the OMG Object Constraint 
Language) into messages for users, who are not familiar with the underlying configuration model. 
For this purpose, WP4 linked constraints to an individual textual description aiming at a better 
indication of the underlying problem. However, extending the generic IVML reasoning with a 
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mechanism to substitute parts of these descriptions would have been a more appropriate 
compromise. As most of the internal names in the messages are translated into user visible 
names, we believe that some parts of the generic message creation in the IVML reasoner did not 
use that variable name translation mechanism causing in some case messages with mixed names 
as indicated in the feedback. 75% (3) rated the platform instantiation (Q4.2) as very useful, 25% 
(1) as somewhat useful. Here, the feedback of the subjects indicated that a novel feature of 
cancelling the instantiation caused a minor issue as the menu item for executing the instantiation 
remains disabled. This issue has been identified and solved in the last months of the project. 

The subjects provided a mixed rating regarding the learning effort for QM-IConf (Q5.1). 25% (1) 
indicate a low learning effort, 50% (2) a moderate and 25% (1) a high learning effort. One subject 
responded that “It’s not difficult once you know the QM concepts (families, sinks, etc.). A second 
subject suggested that “A quick demo video creating a simple pipeline (and its components) from 
scratch could help new users a lot”. As far as WP4 can see, such a video would be helpful and 
more technical than the one uploaded to YouTube. Moreover, due to the evolution of QM-IConf, a 
re-creation of this video for the major releases might have been necessary. To some degree, D4.4 
takes this suggestion up and lists the steps how to configure parts of the QualiMaster 
infrastructure. A more detailed how-to might have as part of the project Wiki might have been 
helpful during the project. Regarding the usefulness of the concepts provided by QM-IConf for 
modeling data stream processing applications in the application domains of the subjects (Q5.2), 
50% (2) of the subjects responded that they strongly agree, 25% (1) agree and 25% (1) are 
undecided. One subject responded that he/she was not sure about the question, in some degree 
the concepts are insufficient as still code has to be provided. Generating full code including the 
algorithms or even the hardware-based algorithms is clearly out of scope of a configuration 
approach, of QM-IConf if possible at all (see the automated optimizations discussed in D3.4). 
Regarding feature completeness (Q5.3), one subject responded that “Running a pipeline directly 
within the tool” would be nice. This feedback can be interpreted in two ways. Regarding runtime, 
QM-IConf already allows executing pipelines on a cluster. Regarding development time, more 
development-related functionality could also be helpful. This specific feedback could be addressed 
by recently added development support added to the QualiMaster infrastructure, namely to 
execute the infrastructure and a pipeline on a local machine. However, such functionality typically 
leads to many further feature wishes, e.g., debugger functionality or cross-linking logs into the 
pipeline code or the algorithms, but also to problems, including the issue that not every pipeline 
can be successfully executed on a local machine. From a configuration point of view, we currently 
consider such development support as out of scope of QM-IConf.  

Finally, the subjects provided further comments (Q5-4). The first comment indicates that “The 
tool is great and offers a lot of functionality”. However, there were also some stability issues, e.g., 
freezing while saving, resizing of tables, modifying the perspectives such as moving the properties 
view, or model update problems occurring at start-up (also indicating that this problem did not 
occur so often in the latest versions). Unfortunately, saving a configuration requires re-loading 
parts of it to achieve consistent linking in the internal data structures. This further requires 
synchronizing the user interface and can cause recognizable delays. Moreover, the subjects also 
indicated these issues may only occur in the packaged Linux version, which, according to 
experience made during the project, seems to differ from the Windows version. Both versions are 
created by Eclipse deployment tools and shall contain the same functionality, but in particular 
regarding user interface functionality very carefully programming is required to achieve platform-
independent functionality. Due to intensified testing, WP4 detected some of these user-interface 
problems, but, however, not all problems were identified and solved during the project. 

In summary, we conclude that the participating subjects provided a very positive yet critical 
evaluation of QM-IConf. As a research tool prototype, it provides a lot of functionality and enabled 
the configuration QualiMaster pipelines as well as facilitated their generation on user side 
throughout the project. While the subjects identified some functionality and usability improvements, 
no major missing functionality regarding the use cases or the overall configuration requirements 
were identified. Developing such a tool as part of the project’s research work can lead to lessons 
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learned, in particular regarding the application of model-based configuration approaches, but also 
on unexpected implications such as a higher effort in integration phases as discussed in D4.4.  

From a project point of view, we conclude that the QualiMaster consortium developed a novel and 
successful (topological) configuration approach for Big Data processing pipelines, used the 
approach during the project to design and instantiate various pipelines and performed a positive 
evaluation regarding the functionality in terms of realized use cases and requirements as well as 
regarding use feedback. 

 

5 Expert Evaluation results of Applications 

As introduced in Section 3.2, the exert evaluation was conducted by providing the experts access 
to SysRiskPro, a merged application containing the functionality of all QualiMaster applications. As 
part of the SysRiskPro evaluation landing page, we provided a survey with 22 questions / comment 
fields, divided into 7 sections. We applied multiple choice questions (M) and free-text questions 
(F). 

 Real-time dependencies between market players 

o Q1: How useful do you rate the option of showing dependencies between selected 
market players. (M) 

o Q2: How useful do you rate the differentiation between showing just current 
dependencies for a large number of market players on the one hand and showing also 
past values for a smaller number of market players on the other hand? (M) 

o Q3: How useful do you rate updating the dependencies once a minute? (M) 

o Q4: What is your opinion about having two different algorithms for dependency 
calculation? (M) 

o Q5: Comments, questions, concerns. (F) 

 Historical dependencies between market players and macro-economic indicators (MEI) 

o Q6: How useful do you rate the option of measuring dependencies against MEI? (M) 

o Q7: Comments, questions, concerns. (F) 

 Calculate Correlation or Transfer Entropy 

o Q8: How do you rate correlation calculation? (M) 

o Q9: How do you rate transfer entropy calculation? (M) 

o Q10: Comments, questions, concerns. (F) 

 Real-time and historical quotes 

o Q11: What is your option about showing real-time quotes? (M) 

o Q12: What is your option about showing historical quotes? (M) 

o Q13: Comments, questions, concerns. (F) 

 Portfolio Tool 

o Q14: How do you rate to have the portfolio tool available? (M) 

o Q15: How do you rate the feature to easy apply portfolio members to visualizations? 
(M) 

o Q16: How do you rate the calculation of weights of portfolio members? (M) 

o Q17: How do you rate the calculation of the average portfolio dependency? (M) 
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o Q18: Comments, questions, concerns. (F) 

 Replay mechanism 

o Q19: How do you rate the availability of the replay mechanism? (M) 

o Q20: How do you rate the speed-feature to the replay mechanism? (M) 

o Q21: Comments, questions, concerns. (F) 

 Final comments (F) 

From around 100 contacts we approached, we received 25 survey responses.  

In the following, we summarize first the results from the multiple-choice questions in Section 5.1 
and analyze the comments taken from the free-text questions in Section 5.2. 

5.1 Survey question based results 

We summarize now the results from the multiple-choice questions. For each question, we provide 
a brief textual description of the results and a screenshot taken from the evaluation tool.  

5.1.1 Real time dependencies between market players 

 

Dependencies between market players are the core functionality of the application. With this in 
mind it surprises a little bit, that this feature wasn’t rated with 100%. However, 92% responded that 
dependencies are very useful while 8% answered that they are somewhat useful. We found that 
some analysts still rate volatility as a major indicator for systemic risk. 
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While 88% of the experts answered that such a differentiation is very useful, 8% rate this capability 
as somewhat useful, and 4% even as neutral. As far as we can see, there are two aspects in this 
analysis of systemic risk. One is to quickly analyze the current situation in terms of “what happens 
now?” The other is to analyze and understand, what happened in the past. Therefore, different 
visualizations as depicted below are available for these aspects. In summary, the usefulness of 
this differentiation is rated high. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Current overview     Figure 10: Historical values 
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SysRiskPro as a QualiMaster application allows updating all dependency calculations once a 
minute. The answers for updating the dependencies once are minute are rather diverse. 52% of 
the experts think that an update once a minute is very useful, while 36% rate it as somewhat 
useful, 8% as neutral and 4% even as not useful at all. The acceptance of this time span got a 
medium average rating. We believe that this is due to different analysis horizons of the experts. 
The comments provided by the experts (as we will discuss in Section 5.2) indicate that for some 
experts real time analysis is not needed for their tasks on the one hand, but on the other hand, 
several analysts ask for real time analysis each second. 
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Asking for two different ways of calculating dependencies, 92% of the experts rated this as very 
useful, 4% as somewhat useful and also 4% as not useful at all. In summary, the experts liked that 
SysRiskPro provides both, Correlation and Transfer Entropy algorithms. From the comments we 
infer that the experts like to have both the “classical” (Correlation) and the “sophisticated” (Transfer 
Entropy) algorithms. However, some algorithms seem to tend to one specific correlation 
computation algorithm. 

5.1.2 Historical dependencies between market players and macro economic 
indicators 

 

Macro Economic Indicators (MEI) are long term indicators that in some cases are updated just 
once a month. Therefore, it is very useful for long term analysis, but not necessarily needed for 
short term analysis. 79% of the expert rated the option of measuring dependencies against MEI as 
very useful, 17% as somewhat useful while 4% as not useful at all. 
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5.1.3 Calculate Correlation or Transfer Entropy 

 

The classical dependency analysis is rated very high (96%) while 4% rate correlation computation 
as not applicable. Moreover, it received a higher acceptance than Transfer Entropy (Q9). 

 

92% of the experts rated transfer entropy as very useful, 4% as somewhat useful and 4% as 
neutral. Transfer Entropy is a new concept of dependency measurement in financial markets. This 
may explain why it is not rated higher than correlation. However, in summary 92% rated it as 
useful. It is interesting to note that one expert skipped from now on all questions. 
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5.1.4 Real time and historical quotes 

 

Real time quotes are highly needed in the process of risk analysis (rated as very useful by 92% of 
the experts). The dependency analysis is based on these quotes and in the first instance the 
quotes itself are very often the basis for trading decisions. 4% rated real time quotes as somewhat 
useful, 4% as neutral.  

 

Most of the experts (96%) take medium and long term trading decisions and they very often 
analyze the quote history of a market player. However, 4% of the expert rate historical quotes as 
not useful at all. 
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5.1.5 Portfolio Tool 

 

The usefulness of the portfolio tool is rated very high (96%), while 4% rate it as somewhat useful. 
As far as we can see, this result is due to the fact that the portfolio tool covers several functions. It 
gives an overview over the position size, the weight inside the portfolio and at last, it measures the 
overall dependency inside the portfolio against all other members. 

 

Applying portfolio members to visualization rated well (75% of the experts consider this as useful), 
but not high (21% as somewhat useful, 4% as not useful at all). In the comments, we found, that 
this was not intuitively understandable to all users, which may be a reason for the lower rating. We 
plan to highlight this feature more in the manual and with tool tips in the application. 
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We calculate the weight of each portfolio member including and excluding remaining liquidity, 
which got an exceptional rating, e.g., compared with Q15. 83% of the experts rate this as very 
useful, 17% as somewhat useful. 

 

While the internal portfolio dependencies can be displayed in several visualizations, the average 
portfolio dependency condenses the dependencies into  one single number in the portfolio tool and 
gives the users a quick eye on the portfolio internal dependency situation. 88% of the experts rated 
this as very useful, 8% as somewhat useful and 4% as not applicable at all. 
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5.1.6 Replay Mechanism 

 

The replay mechanism was highly rated (88% very useful, 4% somewhat useful). The replay 
mechanism is a separate feature, but that it can be applied to any of the visualization. So it is a 
very useful feature for all those analysts, who care about history of quotes and dependencies. 
However, 4% of the experts rated this feature as neutral, 4% as not useful at all. 

 

It was a little surprising to us, that the speed feature of the replay wasn’t rated higher (71% very 
useful, 21% somewhat useful), because it allows both fast forward and slow motion replay. Also, 
the comments about this feature have been very positive. 4% neutral and 4% not useful at all 
answers are consistent with Q19. 
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5.2 Custom opinions/ comments/ recommendations 

To summarize and discuss the comments given for the free-text answers, we depict a word cloud 
for each question, followed by a summary of important and relevant answers, questions and 
recommendations. The list of all detailed answers can be found in the appendix. 

5.2.1 Real time dependencies between market players (Q5) 

The functionality of calculating dependencies by two 
different algorithms (Correlation and Transfer Entropy) 
was highly appreciated, where Transfer Entropy was 
rated as a big innovation. The different visualizations 
were rated as very useful, especially those, who were 
responsive. There were some questions related to the 
handling of SysRiskPro, that give us hints of how to 
further improve the application, e.g., how to focus on 
single market players or how to handle gaps between 
two updates of the dependencies. 

 
 

 

 

 

5.2.2 Historical Dependencies between Market 
Players and Macro Economic Indicators 
(Q7) 

The possibility of integrating macro economic indicators in 
the analysis was rated as useful. Comments indicated also 
here the wish to focus on market players, but highlight also 
the capabilities of adjusting the visualization. Minor 
technical improvements were indicated. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5.2.3 Calculate Correlation or Transfer Entropy (Q10) 

The experts highlighted the availability of Transfer Entropy 
as innovative. However, they also liked the fact, that 
classical correlation is available for dependency 
calculation.  

It was rated positive, that all analysis results can be 
exported for further work outside the application. Some 
suggestions were made for easier access of features and 
filters. 
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5.2.4 Real-time and historical Quotes and Volatility (Q13) 

The common opinion of the experts is that it is very 
important to have real-time and historical quotes, even 
as this functionality isn’t directly related to 
measurement of systemic risk. It was also 
appreciated, that volatility is included. Especially 
including volatility was one of the suggestions of the 
first expert evaluation, which was confirmed now. In 
terms of customization, it was suggested to allow the 
application to connect to already existing data feeds  

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.5 Portfolio Tool (Q18) 

The experts like to have the portfolio tool available. 
Especially the calculation of the overall dependency of 
each market player against the full portfolio was rated 
high. Suggestions were made of how to handle market 
players more easy in this feature. 

 
 
 
 
 

5.2.6 Replay Mechanism (Q21) 

The replay mechanism is rated very positive by the 
experts, in particular the fact, that the replay speed can 
individually be set. They like, that this feature enables 
them to deeply analyze past events over and over. 
 
 
 
 

5.2.7 Final Comments (Q22) 

The experts rated the application as very useful for the 
exploration of systemic risk. It is seen as a great 
improvement of existing solutions in this area. 
However, the opinions about complexity and handling 
range from ”make it more simple” to “make it more 
complex”. Novice users will need to go through a 
learning curve. We will address this by adding video 
tutorials to the application.  

A recurring question was the capability to be integrated 
into already existing structures and tools to share 
features. This also needs to be addressed in future 
versions. 
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6 Conclusions 

This deliverable provided the final technical and expert evaluation of the QualiMaster system, i.e., 
the QualiMaster infrastructure and related tools as well as the stakeholder application SysRiskPro.  
From an overall perspective, we reviewed the requirements for the QualiMaster project defined in 
D1.2 (refining and superseding D1.1). We conclude that the defined requirements have been taken 
up by the technical work packages, realized in terms of respective components / artifacts and 
evaluated on a component level as discussed in the respective deliverables. 
We performed an evaluation of the behavior of the QualiMaster system focusing on the integrated 
pipelines and the integrated platform, in particular the adaptation running on top and taking runtime 
control of the entire infrastructure. We evaluated the adaptive pipeline execution in terms of the 
reflective adaptation as well as various adaptation scenarios. We conclude that the adaptation 
successfully controls the dynamic execution of QualiMaster pipelines at runtime. It is important to 
mention that we consider algorithms and to some degree pipelines as black boxes, which imposes 
particular challenges on the adaptation. Moreover, the QualiMaster infrastructure is not a closed 
system, which is autonomously operated by some initial user commands and the adaptation. From 
a user’s perspective, it allows Infrastructure Users to customize the adaptive behavior on several 
levels, ranging from simple radio buttons over weights, configuration options, runtime adaptation 
requests even to changing the underlying adaptation scripts. Changing the adaptation scripts even 
allows integrating new components, e.g., through the extensible load shedding framework of the 
QualiMaster infrastructure. 
Regarding infrastructure tools, we complemented the technical evaluation of the QualiMaster 
Infrastructure Configuration tool (QM-IConf) done in D6.2. The results of the original technical 
evaluation have been taken up by WP4 and turned into improvements of the tool or the 
development process. In this deliverable, we conducted a user evaluation on top of the previous 
evaluations. We asked personnel working in QualiMaster as expert users of QM-IConf for their 
experience in terms of an online questionnaire and discussed the results. The received answers 
indicate a rather positive impression about QM-IConf and indicate also some critical feedback 
pointing to some functionality and usability improvements. In summary, from a user’s perspective 
the required functionality to configure the infrastructure and QualiMaster adaptive data processing 
pipelines has successfully been realized, i.e., no major missing functionality regarding the use 
cases or the overall configuration requirements were identified. 
The mainly positive feedback of the stakeholder application evaluators, here the merged 
SysRiskPro application shows, that the definitions of systemic risk in QualiMaster and the way to 
handle it in the stakeholder application fits the needs of the risk sensitive investment industry. 
Therefore, we see a huge probability of acceptance of a risk measurement and management 
software that is based on the findings of the QualiMaster project. The experts gave several 
detailed suggestions how to further improve the application. This mainly focuses on the 
accessibility of features and extension of options to further individualize the visualized results. As 
there also have been a lot of questions about handling different features, we will extend the 
software manual with video tutorials “How to do this…”. At least, some yet not detected bugs have 
been identified by the experts. This will help improving SysRiskPro.  

Due to the positive results of the previous and this evaluation, SPRING plans to release 
SysRiskPro in 2017 as a commercial product (more details will be given in D7.4), which covers 
many aspects of development and findings during the project. The required knowledge transfer to 
between the academic partners and SPRING pursue this step has been performed and allows 
SPRING to carry on with the application independently of the partners. For releasing SysRiskPro, 
the feedback received by the surveys will enable SPRING to tune and improve SysRiskPro and to 
prepare it for market entry. 
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Appendix 
 

Complete List of Answers of the exert evaluation of SysRiskPro. We display the original texts here, 
i.e., we did not edit the texts. 

 

Question 5: Real time dependencies between market players 

 The visuals are so great and responsive. How can one add new market players? Is there any 
option to focus with chosen market players within a particular time? 

 The entire dependency calculation setup is very interesting. I enjoy the deep analysis it offers 
without letting you do that off the tool. This is a great addition to stock monitoring.  

 My interest is not just having the algorithms but the fact that they allow various adjustments to 
leave you fully in control. The one minute update for the dependency calculations is still okay. 
But what happens to the gap? Is it not too long to wait before knowing what the market values 
are? 

 I like the two algorithms and the fact that they operate differently. The upper and lower value 
slide bar is not quite convenient for me. I would have preferred a digital selection. But it’s also a 
good option to explore. 

 Good analytical tool for stock. I was carried by the past values for market players. They are 
major pointers to the future values. I could not have the adaptation knob and so did the 
properties and exportation button by the window even though I’m using windows 10. 

 The algorithms are quite methodological in applications to solve problems related to 
forecasting. It’s very interesting to watch every market player’s behavior and contribution to 
another. Nice job here! 

 To have dependencies calculated is a nice thing, but we go for volatilites in the markets, as this 
always rises, when it comes to critical market situations. 

 I enjoyed the fact that the correlation and transfer entropy analysis can be viewed using 
different charts. 

 This is excellent! But why was I not able to make market players selection from grid properties 
from correlation table ? The dialog box relatively did not display. Don’t know if it’s from my 
windows or display card. I’m using windows 10 and an ASUS Notebook. 

 It’s good that the algorithms updates the table same time as new real time quotes comes. The 
correlation table and other chart options are very responsive and engineered to make analysis 
easy. I’m thinking the one minute updates are super cool to attenuate too many convolutions 
when one tries to do an analysis for a long span. Though this would not favor some detailed 
analysis. Good job! 

 Correlation in details (TE) is a big innovation I’m seeing here. The analysis works like magic 
and it’s quite simple to read though I couldn’t integrate the instructions well at first. Hence, 
there is need to explain the correlation and transfer entropy with a chart for easy use by every 
new user. The algorithms are the master piece. 

 The visuals are all awesome with specified information to help anyone with different analysis. I 
would have loved to see cross correlation plots among related or none related market players. 
This would be a good tool to combine with the time traveler. How about making the interval 
slide digital? I had some issues using it, a digital version would be time saving and more user 
friendly while being clear. 

 This section addresses a big role player in the entire software. The two algorithms are very 
useful and power in any stock analysis. Position where the algorithms can be selected 
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differently is not very easy to access. I think there should be a very easy means to initiate a 
specific algorithm easily. If a specific stock can be monitored strictly, it’d be nice too. 

 The algorithms are very powerful and very useful in studying every player. Another big 
advantage is the ability to export every dialog for offline reviews or report filling purpose. The 
real-time chart is nicely arranged together with its flexibility; how one can adjust the visuals, 
colors and time. Nevertheless, an update frequency of one minute is not necessary in my 
opinion. The analysis timeframe in our business is much higher, so I would go for the daily 
analysis. 

 Viewing every stock at a time and how they are correlated is amazing, I give more credit to how 
the table was arranged to have related stocks in rows and columns while they all respond to 
the dependency algorithms. A mouse over indicators would be an added advantage to every 
user. 

 The adaptation knob is a big credit and gives a big flexibility which is not easily achieved in 
stock monitoring. The interval control bar (start and end value) was not very responsive and 
could not give previous dependencies even when I have adjusted the values back to its original 
state. I enjoyed how responsive the scales were while the windows were re-sized. 

 Showing the dependencies between selected market players based on the selected type of 
visualization is a great deal. The visual options and quick plots are fantastic and very useful to 
carry out any type of judgment quickly. 

 Monitoring a large number of market players or smaller group of market players is very 
interesting. I would have loved it more if there is an option to select just a particular stock and 
monitor even though that can be achieved in the large tray. 

 I enjoyed the ability to view different stock at a time in just one click. This accessibility is 
awesome and the synchrony of the two algorithms is a big deal and quite analytical.  

 The ability to set a critical value is a big relief. And the idea of displaying how much close you 
get to the critical value in percentage is the most exciting part. Simulating the time travel 
algorithm close-by this window would add more value. 

 The different dependency algorithms are a great boost to Sysriskpro as well as the display 
option for the dependencies between selected market players, which is quite useful. Brilliantly 
elaborates where the correlations are biasing. It would be appropriate to have the dependency 
calculation selection (correlation and Transfer entropy algorithm) very accessible at the dialog 
box showing the stock for easy access.   

 Real time dependency is not really useful i think. because dependency usually based on 
business sector. which is won't be differ much at real time.  

 I think for dependencies, it's not really necessary. Historical is enough. 

 

Question 7: Historical dependencies between market players and macro economic 
indicators 

 I’m impressed by the arrangements and time frame it covers at a glance. Can one cut off some 
part or focus more on a particular timeframe? 

 The various adjustable parameters make this feature more interesting. Some dialog boxes are 
not coming up appropriately. Don’t know why. 

 This is good. My only challenge is the time it takes to feed information 

 Good addition. It’s just very responsive. 

 Is there any option to change the background colour for the display chart? This is a very 
important feature when it comes to any stock monitoring. An option to change the background 
and adjust the colours would be nice 
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 This feature is very important. I only wish move over for details is added. It’s a nice one 

 Mine took a while to load but it’s a very necessary addition to the program. Very important! 

 The indicator options and the fact that you can adjust them are good. 

 The strength of each market player is easily accessed. I like the choices and how the Macro 
Economic Indicators are sorted. 

 The visual options are all great and nicely integrated. The control feature for the histogram 
graph is a big advantage. No matter how slow you are, you won’t miss a spot. 

 It’s quite interesting. The dependency graph section gives you the correlations simply without 
any stress or calculations 

 The arrangement is nicely done. I would have preferred to have a move over detail function. 

 The indicators are easy going and quite simple to code 

 The adjustable windows and its ability to correlate multiple players is an interesting aspect. 

 The color coding is nice and clearly differentiates the two values amongst the dependencies. At 
one glance during analysis you already know which value you are dealing with. 

 To novices this feature might seem too complex or a bit confusing.   

 Very nice feature in the analysis of market segments and well sorted according to specific 
regions 

 The MEI is awesome. Understandable enough for analysts, the color coding makes it a lot 
easier. 

 This inclusion is very necessary. It’s a good feature to access the market flow. However, the 
application of color coding for the dependencies could prove difficult for color blind people to 
comprehend and interpret. It would be nice to include other parameters of identification of 
dependencies alongside the color coding. 

 Measuring the dependencies against macro economic indicator is a major feature I value in the 
app. I think without comparison in play, accessing stock trends would have been difficult. 

 

Question 10: Calculate Correlation or Transfer Entropy 

 This is very useful. But I noticed sometimes the correlation table just go blank, what does that 
mean? Is that caused by internet connection alone? 

 The circle plots for the dependencies are great analytical tool. The mouse over details is a 
great advantage but the area could be increased to enable easy access to the details. I was 
finding it difficult to spot sometimes. 

 I enjoyed the friendly and flexible real time graph. Had small issues with the filter adjustment. 
Two buttons at the ends would help to easily increase and reduce the filter. I couldn’t keep my 
hand steady and was continually dragging it beyond my desired point to have every response 
paused for a while. That took some of my time. One can lose speed doing the drag. 

 The histograph model is super and very exciting; the fact that one can adjust the market 
players for the dependencies is great 

 A nicely job well done. Can I have real time chart for  specific market players? 

 The various visualizations give one wide options to perform any kind of analysis with ease. The 
real time chart needs to have a mouse over display. 
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 I was imagining how to identify different players until I took my mouse close for details on each 
player. This is an useful structure for quick analysis. I could simply identify the most dependent 
players and less dependent ones just by looking at the clusters. Nice one! 

 Knowing it takes the software a few seconds to update filter adjustment, it would be best to 
have it as a digital box where you can enter the digits and update to know you are to wait for a 
different display. It was slight stressful to use the drag option. But the entire analysis is great. 

 This is very comprehensive even with the deep analysis option. It’s real cool. TE is an 
extension of correlation and that’s just enough to some point. 

 I think this is the heartbeat of the entire program. It’s just a means to do analysis in a beautiful 
way; combining the two algorithms.  

 The transfer entropy is a revolutionary idea in Qualimaster. It’s so detailed that you can even 
compare transfer entropy among different groups of market players. The fact that one can 
export the results to a different sheet for further scrutiny outside the app is a big advantage. 

 The transfer entropy is an awesome algorithm to describe correlation. It’s a great boost to the 
enter app. Setting market players parameters did not run smoothly. The superimposed dialog 
was intercalating with the underlain dialog box. 

 The ability to indicate full relationships between the market players using colors while also 
showing trends is an invaluable advantage for every analyst. 

 Bar diagram from the calculated result is excellent and very responsive to window adjustment. I 
like the entire features and how organized they are. 

 This feature makes analysis of the dependencies a lot easier as the driver value and the driven 
value are easily spotted. Can’t the charts have a mouse over feature to identify the spikes 
easily? 

 This allows for flexibility in calculation if you can choose between two algorithms when 
calculating dependency, that’s a good one. 

 I was wondering if the roles between the dependencies will at some point change or remain 
constant always, will transfer entropy always determine the direction of dependency and so is 
correlation. 

 This shows clearly the value and direction at which the dependencies move towards at a 
glance and makes it easy to interpret the table of dependencies. 

 The correlation and Transfer Entropy calculations are like the heartbeat of SysRiskPro. My 
concern is the indicators for the two algorithms. It would be nice if each is easily detected at the 
displays. 

 Transfer entropy is a great feature. Knowing which one follow and which one the follower. and 
knowing how much it will follow, I can know better where to put my money more 

 

Question 13: Real time and historical quotes and volatility 

 The digital time should be actively moving and be connected to the server such that when it 
stops, one understands it’s no longer updating quotes. It would also help build one’s 
confidence in making decisions without several verifications. 

 Very useful. But our company has its own datafeed. Would be nice to allow this instead using 
an additional one. 

 The fact that the software is interactive would make one more addictive to this real time and 
historic event feature. I could simply export every analysis to excel sheet. 
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 This feature is good as they play very important role. It’d be nice to have a progress indicator 
each time you initialize a new chart. That would help know when there’s something wrong even 
though the message box is there. 

 The ability to customize the windows while seeing the different visuals would help save time; 
you don’t need to start looking for any if you have pushed them to your desired corners.  

 The charting options are very awe-inspiring. I wish there was a digital time at each window 
which updates with the server and prompt in seconds or microsecond. 

 Every undulation is felt here and that’s interesting. I’m only worried for the time it takes to 
update.  

 They are completely great additions. 

 I was wondering if one can concentrate with a particular time frame so as to analyze a 
particular event of interest among the market players. 

 The historic values are just as good as the real time values in any stock analysis 

 How easy it is to export this useful feature is awesome. I’m thrilled not just because the real-
time and historical values are easily accessible and well organized but because there’s option 
to add portfolio of my choice. 

 It is nice that the volatility of each shown market player is visible; it adds more insight to the 
charts and shouldn’t be optionally shown 

 If all major charting types are indeed supported and come to play in real time and historically, 
then it’s an all encompassing and very understandable feature which is nice and wonderful. 

 Direct display of the movements of selected market players, with respect to their historic and 
current value is interesting 

 Comparing the real-time quotes and the historical quotes is a very strong analysis. Inasmuch 
as there is direct access to the real time and historical quotes within the historical dependency 
window, a quick access to a neural network simulation of the future should be accessible. Also 
options of parameters to consider or to be used while building the future stock values will be an 
excellent value 

 I am impressed with the real-time charts as they cover a good time frame to help with a 
valuable analysis. I suggest there should be a knob to initiate the transfer entropy on every 
dependency analysis. 

 real time quote is very useful when the market is not stable. and historical is useful when i want 
to re-balance my portfolio.  

 

Question 18: Portfolio tool 

 The availability of the portfolio is invaluable. It’s easy to integrate the portfolio dependencies 
with the real time dependencies for more analysis 

 This is very useful. The individual stock performance chart looks clumsy somehow. Can one 
isolate some portfolios from the chart? 

 This helps you to understand fully how much you have made from the stock undulation 

 The weighted average calculation for the portfolio is a big advantage, since it’s rare for the 
stocks to have equal weights in the portfolio. 

 The fact that properties of each cell in a table can be adjusted is an extra mile and more 
flexibility with this portfolio menu 

 The historical portfolio overview is awesome though it took the chart sometime to load and 
looks slightly clumsy. Some market players are not easily seen but the table is very clear.  
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 This is very nice. The fractions calculated instantaneously as the remaining liquidity is adjusted. 

 The feature is properly organized. I love it. The set parameters option is not very responsive 
like the other features 

 Portfolio building is very important 

 Future performance of a portfolio can be accessed using this category though there’s no direct 
simulation or algorithm to ascertain this property. 

 This is really nice and good enough for building a portfolio. 

 The feature is nice for making a portfolio and also calculating at will 

 Very useful feature for any analyst.  

 This is one feature professional analysts would be glad about, makes the job easier. 

 Very good feature and easy to use in creating personalized portfolio.  

 Apart from the fact that its display for different market players was awesome, the section 
displaying the dependencies of portfolio members against each other is really a smart one. 

 The fact that I can choose my color for the visuals is a big advantage. My only challenge is how 
clumsy the dates became after many additions and within a big time frame. The date labels can 
be adjusted to accommodate one another without superimposition. 

 I could easily pick the different portfolios I added without wondering which one is which. I 
enjoyed how flexible the curves are irrespective of the time frame it’s covering. 

 Visualization of the portfolio members is yet to have a rival. Well organized and easy to 
understand. Just wondering how the weights were calculated 

 The portfolio tool has a great command of arrangement. It’s not ungraceful even with so many 
portfolios, still very interesting to look at and easily understood. I am impressed with that.  

 Availability of the portfolio tool together with every possible calculation is definitely a plus. They 
offer quick assessment and flexibility to choose from any values for reference purpose. 

 Portfolio is a very useful feature for investors. but i don't really understand what liquidity means 
here and there's no currency. some portfolio app i've seen usually asks how many shares i've 
bought, and at what price. but it asks only how many shares. and as i've said before, how i 
input the shares is not user friendly. i prefer choose one market player, and input the shares 
immediately. not choose all the market players first, then the shares.  remaining liquidity is not 
change. i thought if i add one market player, liquidity will be less. I notice I can't edit the number 
of shares. i have to remove it first and add it back.  I thought portfolio is attached to setups. so 
if i change setup, i will have different portfolio. but seems portfolio is attached to system. so 
setup is only for the visualizations. dependency between 2 of each market players is great. that 
way, if all dependency is high, i'll know that if one market player crash, my portfolio will crash 
too, since all market players have high dependency. it is a very great feature. 

 The portfolio feature is very useful. But I can't search the asset I want to add. I have to open 
which market does the asset belong. And I have to input the shares later. I prefer I can search 
the asset, and input shares immediately. 

 

Question 21: Replay mechanism 

 Very useful and nicely prepared 

 It’s good to have it in many visuals. How much back can this feature go? 

 It’s good to have the replay. Features of the mechanism are well organized for great 
experience in analysis. 
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 I was thinking the time travel could simulate the future market player quotes with some degree 
of accuracy. But the replay is nice 

 It’s a great option added. 

 The fact that it’s controlled with various options makes it very standard. Nice one! 

 I like how responsiveness the feature is. Great job 

 Well created. How much time can this mechanism get back to? Is there a specific time frame it 
must not go back to? 

 It’s easier to catch up with the realtime quotes (current behavior) with this mechanism since 
you can go as slow as you want as well as accessing time frame of your choice. 

 This is just seeing the history in a well controlled manner. It’s a good addition and very useful 

 Job well done! 

 I like the fact that you can also select market players of your choice while replaying at the pace 
of your choice. It completely leaves you in-charge which is what every analyst wants. 

 This feature is super cool with no issues.  

 This is incredibly excellent. The fact that it can be applied to any visualization makes it a big 
deal. 

 Nice replay mechanism, allows you determine your replay pace. 

 Wonderful! That means nothing is lost or missing out if you can actually revisit an analysis at 
your own speed. 

 I think this feature is beautiful as you are in control while replaying. It’s rare to have a look at 
the previous with pace of your choice.  

 This feature I think allows same analysis over and over again, nothing can be missing actually. 
This is nice. 

 The replay mechanism feature is awesome. With it you can never miss anything during 
analysis as you can go back to time as you wish and however fast you want, this makes the 
feature a huge plus 

 i don't find this feature. 

 

Question 22: Final question 

 Can one customize qualimaster settings? like having a profile to always activate to have every 
adjustment made to reflect all at once without doing them every now and then. The tool is very 
useful and interactive. 

 Would be nice, if your tool could integrated in our already exsiting infrastructure. What about 
interfaces or adapters to connect other components? 

 There’s need to know if a window is trying to load data or not. 

 The export function is fine. Next step could be gateways to existing analysis applications to 
exchange functionalities, for example Transfer Entropy. 

 QualiMaster did not address the third parameter inflicting undulation of the market players. 
Hence, a much more deep analysis using QualiMaster would require a software that would 
present the factors 

 The window drag option is very powerful. The fact that I can position/place my minimized 
windows is a big deal to save someone’s time. 
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 Message box feature is a good addition, help you understand files you have loaded or 
adjustments you have made. Other signals would be good if they are added. It may be tiring to 
always go to the message box to understand what’s happening 

 The Status bar reports even the keyboard status (cap, num and scroll button) and that's real 
good. 

 I kept on discovering more features like the scale adjustment with mouse scroll button and the 
details fetched with mouse click. It's important to compile the manual better to expose every 
potential. Qualimaster is a very useful stock software 

 The finishing with Macintosh theme is cool. Just that the logo was not embedded with the title 
bar like they are one body. 

 Minimized windows can be set to be accessible just above the status bar to enable user pull a 
window without having all minimized. Qualimaster is a good addition in stock monitoring. 

 This Qualimaster application has got very good features and can be said to be a useful 
application in this field of analysis. 

 Stock Analysis error is almost eliminated with the Qualimaster application; differences are 
easily calculated as indicators already are easily identified. There is room for improvement and 
upgrading though. 

 Beautiful, as some features are personalized making Qualimaster application very user friendly 

 Qualimaster application makes analysis very easy and not tasking 

 The Qualimaster application brings tremendous improvement to the hitherto existent methods 
of data analysis.  

 There were no questions as regards to user friendly, time travel part of SysRiskPro and 
compatibility with operating system. 

 this is a great application. but i find some difficulty using it. sometimes i want just see a real 
time or historical chart of a market player that is not in my portfolio. but i can't have it 
immediately. i have to open a chart first, then select the quote. too much hassle. same with 
correlation or dependency. sometimes i just wonder about the dependency of 2 market players 
that are not member of my portfolio. i can't see it.  And add to portfolio feature. that's a bit 
ambiguous. i don't know what will be added to the portfolio. and when i see my portfolio some 
forex are added to my portfolio.  

 


